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ON GLOBAL DYNAMICS OF THE MAXWELL-KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS
SHIWU YANG AND PIN YU
Abstract. On the three dimensional Euclidean space, for data with finite energy, it is well-known
that the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations admit global solutions. However, the asymptotic behaviours
of the solutions for the data with non-vanishing charge and arbitrary large size are unknown. It is
conjectured that the solutions disperse as linear waves and enjoy the so-called peeling properties for
pointwise estimates. We provide a gauge independent proof of the conjecture.
The Maxwell-Klein-Gordon (MKG) equations are a nonlinear system modeling the motion of a charged
particle moving in an electric-magnetic field. From the physics point of view, the electric-magnetic field
fades away and the final state of the particle must be static. The mathematical interpretation of this
conjecture is that the MKG equations admit global decaying solutions. The global solvability of this
system has been well understood since the work of Eardley-Moncrief in 1980’s. But very little is known
on the aysmptotic behaviours of the solutions for the general large initial data. The aim of our current
study is to show that the solutions enjoy the peeling estimates for the massless case.
We begin with a quick introduction to the MKG equations. Let A = Aµdx
µ be a R-valued connection
1-form for a given complex line bundle L over the Minkowski spacetime R3+1. The curvature 2-form
F =
(
Fµν
)
associated to A is simply dA, i.e., Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. In particular, F is a closed 2-form or
equivalently ∇[αFβγ] = 0. The pair of square brackets denote the anti-symmetrization of the three indices
α, β and γ. We will use Einstein summation convention throughout the paper. The above equation is
also called the Bianchi equation of F . It is also equivalent to
∇µ ∗Fµν = 0,
where ∗Fµν is the Hodge dual of Fµν . We recall that the Hodge dual ∗Gαβ of a 2-form Gαβ is 12EαβγδG
γδ
with Eαβγδ is the volume form of the Minkowski metric mαβ .
A section of the bundle L can be represented by a C-valued function φ. The covariant derivative of φ
with respect to A is
Dµφ = ∂µφ+
√−1Aµ · φ.
The curvature form measures the non-commutativity of the covariant derivatives
[Dµ, Dν ]φ =
√−1Fµν · φ.
The massless MKG equations is a system of equations for a connection A on L and a section φ of L:{∇µFµν = −Jν ,
Aφ = 0,
(0.1)
where Jµ = =(φ ·Dµφ) is called the current and A = DµDµ. It can be derived as the Euler-Lagrange
equations for the action
L(A, φ) = 1
2
∫
R3+1
Dµφ ·Dµφ+ 1
4
∫
R3+1
FµνFµν .
We use the volume form of the Minkowski metric in the action. The system is a U(1)-gauge theory,
namely, if (A, φ) is a solution of (0.1), then (A− dχ, eiχφ) is also a solution for any smooth function χ.
The total charge of the system is given by
q0 =
1
4pi
∫
R3
divEdx =
1
4pi
∫
R3
=(Dtφ · φ) = 1
4pi
lim
r→∞
∫
|ω|=1
r2Ei
xi
r
dω,
where Ei = F0i is the electric field. It is easy to check that the total charge is conserved. This in
particular implies that the electric field E has the nontrivial tail q0r
−3x at any fixed time.
The pioneering works [9] and [10] of Eardley-Moncrief established the celebrated global existence result
to the general Yang-Mills-Higgs equations with sufficiently smooth initial data. Around ten years later,
by introducing the weighted Sobolev spaces, Klainerman-Machedon systematically studied the bilinear
estimates of the null forms. As a consequence, they derived the notable global existence result for data
merely bounded in the energy space. The idea of proving bilinear estimates of null form introduced in
[13] leads to an revolution on the global well-posedness of PDEs of classical field theory, such as MKG
equations, Yang-Mills equations, wave maps, etc., aiming at studying low regularity initial data in order
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to construct global solutions, see [14] and references therein. For a more recent and comprehensive
summary of the progresses along this line, we refer to the work of Oh-Tataru [20]. The common feature
of all these works is to construct a local solution with rough data so that the global well-posedness follows
from conserved energy quantities. However regarding the global dynamics of the solutions, very little can
be obtained through this approach.
The long time dynamics of solutions of MKG equations have only been well understood for sufficiently
small initial data or data which are essentially compactly supported. The robust vector field method
introduced by Klainerman in [12] has been successfully applied to derive the decay estimates for linear
fields in [7] or nonlinear spin fields in [23] with small initial data. If the data are compactly supported,
one can also use the conformal compactification method (see e.g. [4]) but this approach requires strong
decay of the initial data, which in particular forces the total charge to be vanishing. To tackle the general
case with nonzero charge, Shu in [24] proposed a frame work but without details. A complete proof
towards this direction was contributed by Lindblad-Sterbenz in [18], also see a recent work [3] of Bieri-
Miao-Shahshahani. However all these works are restricted to the small data regime or can be viewed as
global stability problems of trivial solutions.
As for the large data problem, by using the conformal compactification method together with Eardley-
Moncrief’s results, Petrescu in [21] obtained the asymptotic decay properties of solutions to MKG equa-
tions with essentially compactly supported data, i.e., the scalar field has compact support and the Maxwell
field is electrostatic outside the support. A similar result for Yang-Mills equation on R3+1 was obtained
by Georgiev-Schirmer in [11] but with spherically symmetric data bounded in the conformal energy space
(in particular charges must be vanishing!). For general initial data, the global asymptotic behaviour is
only partially known. A Morawetz type of integrated local energy estimate was obtained by Psarelli in
[22] for solutions of massive Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations with data bounded in the energy space.
For massless MKG equations, Yang in [26] derived the stronger inverse polynomial decay of the energy
flux through outgoing null cones with data bounded in weighted energy space. Both results allow the
existence of nonzero charges. However the decay estimates in [22] are too weak to see the effect of the
charges while the latter work in addition affirmatively answered a conjecture of Shu in [23] that the
nonzero charge can only affect the asymptotic behaviours of the solutions outside a forward light cone.
Another consequence of the method used in [26] allowed the author to improve the small data results to
data merely small on the scalar field while the Maxwell field can be arbitrarily large, see details in [25].
This result can be interpreted as the global nonlinear stability of linear Maxwell fields.
The aim of the present paper is to prove the final state conjecture of charged scalar fields: the solution
should eventually decay as long as it decays suitably initially. More precisely, we show that the global
solutions of the MKG equations with general large initial data enjoy the peeling decay properties, which
in particular improves the existing results with restricted data, either with compact support or small size.
In addition, our general data indicate that the conserved charge is arbitrary large, which will cause a long
range effect to the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions. In the following, we will propose a sequence of
new ideas to handle this long range effect and prove the conjecture for rapidly decaying data.
1. Introduction to the main result
Throughout the paper, we use the following conventions:
• The Greek letters α, β, · · · denote indices from 0 to 3. The capital Latin letters A,B, · · · denote
indices from 1 to 2. The little Latin letters i, j, k, · · · denote indices from 1 to 3.
• (φ, F ) is a given finite energy smooth solution of the MKG equations. It exists globally and
remains smooth according to the classical result of Klainerman-Machedon [13].
• The letter f denotes an arbitrary section of the bundle L (it may not be φ). The letter G denotes
an arbitrary 2-form Gµν (it may not be F ).
• We define ψ = rφ.
We use two coordinate systems on the Minkowski spacetime R3+1: the Cartesian coordinates (x0 =
t, x1, x2, x3) and the polar coordinates (t, r, ϑ). The optical functions u and v are defined as
u =
1
2
(t− r), v = 1
2
(t+ r), u+ = 1 + |u|, v+ = 1 + |v|.
A null frame is defined by (e1, e2, e3 = L, e4 = L), where L = ∂t + ∂r, L = ∂t − ∂r and e1, e2 is an
orthonormal complement of L and L.
The level sets of u and v define (locally) null foliations of the Minkowski spacetime. Given r2 > r1 > 0,
we define the outgoing (or incoming) null hypersurfaces Hr2r1 (or Hr1r2) as
Hr2r1 :=
{
(t, r, ϑ)
∣∣ t ≥ 0, u = −1
2
r1, r1 ≤ r ≤ r2
}
or Hr1r2 :=
{
(t, r, ϑ)
∣∣ t ≥ 0, v = 1
2
r2, r1 ≤ r ≤ r2
}
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respectively. On the initial time slice
{
t = 0
}
where the Cauchy datum is given, we define
Br2r1 :=
{
(t, r, ϑ)
∣∣ t = 0, r1 ≤ r ≤ r2}.
In the limiting case where r2 =∞, we write Hr1 = H∞r1 , Hr1 = H∞r1 and Br1 = B∞r1 . Three hypersurfacesHr2r1 , Hr1r2 and Br2r1 bound a spacetime region and it is denoted by Dr2r1 . In the following picture, the gray
region is Dr2r1 . The truncated light cones Hr2r1 and Hr1r2 are denoted by the dashed line segments. Their
intersection is a 2-sphere of radius r1+r22 and it is the tip of Dr2r1 in the picture. We denote this sphere bySr2r1 . The dashed-dotted line segment on the bottom is Br2r1 .
Dr2r1
r = r1 r = r2
t
r
Hr2r1 Hr2r1
Br2r1
Sr2r1
Sr1r1 S
r2
r2
In the null frame, we have ∇LL = ∇LL = ∇LL = ∇LL = 0. Moreover, we have
∇eAL =
1
r
eA, ∇eAL = −
1
r
eA, ∇eAeB = /∇eAeB +
1
2r
/gAB(L− L),
where /∇eAeB is the projection of ∇eAeB to a 2-sphere Sr2r1 (or to the span of e1 and e2) and /gAB is the
restriction of the Minkowski metric to Sr2r1 .
We can decompose Gµν with respect to the null frame:
α(G)A := G(L, eA), α(G)A := G(L, eA), ρ(G) :=
1
2
G(L,L), σ(G)AB := GAB .
For the special case Gµν = Fµν , we write
αA = F (L, eA), αA = F (L, eA), ρ :=
1
2
F (L,L), σAB := FAB .
Since σAB is a 2-form on Sr2r1 , there exists a function σ so that σAB = σ/E AB where /E AB is the volume
form on Sr2r1 . For the Hodge dual ∗F of F , if we denote ∗αA = −/E ABαB (the Hodge dual of α on Sr2r1 ),
we have
αA(
∗F ) = ∗αA, αA(
∗F ) = − ∗αA, ρ( ∗F ) = σ, σ( ∗F )AB = −ρ/E AB .
1.1. The main theorem. We consider Cauchy problem to (0.1) with initial data given by
φ0(x) = φ(0, x), φ1(x) = ∂tφ(0, x), E
(ini)
i (x) = Ei(0, x), B
(ini)
i (x) = Bi(0, x).
The initial data set (φ0, φ1, E
(ini), B(ini)) is said to be admissible if it satisfies the compatibility condition
div(E(ini)) = =(φ0 · φ1), div(B(ini)) = 0, (1.1)
To impose precise assumptions on the initial data, split the electric field E(ini) into the divergence free
part Edf and the curl free part Ecf , that is,
div(Edf ) = 0, curl(Ecf ) = 0, E(ini) = Edf + Ecf .
From the above constraint equation, Ecf is uniquely determined by =(φ0 ·φ1). In particular we can freely
assign (φ0, φ0, E
df , B(ini)) as long as Ecf , B(ini) are divergence free on the initial hypersurface {t = 0}. We
require this part of data decay rapidly and belong to certain weighted Sobolev space. However, since Ecf
satisfies an elliptic equation on R3, it has a nontrivial tail q0xr3 even with (φ0, φ1) compactly supported. To
describe the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions, we need to precisely capture the asymptotic behaviour
of the solution contributed by the charge. By formally expanding the Green’s function for Laplacian:
|x− y|−1 = |x|−1 + |x|−3x · y +
3∑
i,j=1
1
2
|x|−3(3|x|−2xixj − δij)yiyj + o(|y|2),
we can define a potential function V (x) as
V (x) = |x|−1 1
4pi
∫
R3
(1 + |x|−2x · y + 1
2
|x|−2(3|x|−2(x · y)2 − |y|2))=(φ0 · φ¯1)dy, |x| > 0.
The potential is well defined if the initial data (φ0, φ1) of the scalar field decay rapidly. With the potential
V (x), we can define the general charge 2-form F [q0] with components
F [q0]0i = Ei[q0] = ∂iV (x), F [q0]ij = 0.
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It is straightforward to check that F [q0] satisfies the linear Maxwell equation on the region away from
the axis {x = 0}. Moreover, there is a constant C, depending only on φ0 and φ1, so that
|ρ(F [q0])| ≤ Cr−2, |α(F [q0])| = |α(F [q0])| ≤ Cr−3, |σ(F [q0])| = 0. (1.2)
We remark that most commonly one uses F [q0] =
q0
r2 dt∧dr to denote the charge part near special infinity
and it is a special case of the above construction.
Let ε0 be a small positive constant (say 10
−2 ). We assume that the initial data is bounded in the
following gauge invariant weighted Sobolev norm
C0 :=
∑
k≤2
∫
R3
[
(1 + r)2k+6+8ε0
(|Dk+1φ0|2 + |Dkφ1|2 + |∇k(E(ini) − E[q0]1|x|≥1)|2
+ |∇kB(ini)|2)+ r4+8ε0 |φ0|2]dx. (1.3)
The main theorem of the paper is as follows:
Theorem 1.1 (Main result). Consider the Cauchy problem to the massless MKG equation (0.1) with
admissible initial data (φ0, φ1, E
(ini)
i , B
(ini)
i ) bounded in the above weighted norm (1.3). Then there is a
global in time solution (φ, F ) satisfying the following pointwise peeling estimates
|φ| ≤ Cu−1+ v−1+ , |DL(rφ)| ≤ Cu−1+ v−2+ , |α(F˚ )| ≤ Cu−1+ v−3+ ,
|ρ(F˚ )|+ |σ(F˚ )|+ | /Dφ| ≤ Cu−2+ v−2+ , |α(F˚ )|+ |DLφ| ≤ Cu−3+ v−1+ .
(1.4)
for some constant C depending only on C0, where F˚ = F − F [q0]1{1+t≤|x|} with 1{1+t≤|x|} the charac-
teristic function of the exterior region {(t, x)|t+ 1 ≤ |x|}.
We give several remarks.
Remark 1.2. There is no restriction on the size or on the support of the data. In particular, the charge
q0 can be large. Besides the above pointwise estimates, uniform energy estimates as well as weighted
energy estimates can also be derived in the course of the proof.
Remark 1.3. The peeling estimates (1.4) for the chargeless part of the solution together with the trivial
bound (1.2) of the charge part describe the asymptotic behaviour of the full solution in the exterior region.
Moreover the estimate implies that the nontrivial charge can only affect the asymptotic behaviour of the
solution in the exterior region. This confirms the conjecture of Shu in [23].
Remark 1.4. There is a heuristic explanation of the construction of the charge part F [q0] from the dipole
expansion perspective: if we expand the Maxwell field F in a Taylor series near spatial infinity r =∞ as
F = F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + · · · ,
where Fk = O(r
−k). The formal expansion of the Green function gives the F [q0] = F2 + F3 + F4. In this
work we require that the perturbation starts from F5. Indeed, the main reason for doing this is to make
F − F [q0] decay sufficiently fast initially so that the chargeless part is bounded in the weighted Sobolev
norm defined in (1.3).
Remark 1.5. Regarding the dependence of the constant C on the size of the initial data, our proof can
easily imply that C depends exponentially on the zeroth order weighted energy (without derivative of the
initial data) but polynomially on the higher order weighted energies. Simply from the charge part, it seems
that exponential dependence on the zeroth order energy can not be improved. However from the point of
view of the bilinear estimates in [13], we conjecture that the dependence on higher order energy should be
linear.
1.2. An outline of the proof: difficulties, ideas and novelties. The proof uses almost all the exist-
ing techniques and results for Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations: the vector field method, the conformal
compactification, the conformal analogues in the vector field method and the low regularity existence
results of Klainerman-Machedon. Besides these, we will also introduce new commutation vector fields,
new null forms and study some new structure of the nonlinearities. In the rest of the section, we will first
sketch the proof in three steps. Then, we will present the difficulties in each step and provide heuristic
ideas to handle these difficulties. Finally, we will summarize some new aspects of the proof.
1.2.1. The structure of the proof. The proof consists of three steps:
Step 1 We take a positive number R∗ and it determines the so-called exterior region DR∗ (grey part).
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r = R∗
r
DR∗
HR∗
t
BR∗
For large R∗, by restricting data on the region where r ≥ R∗, i.e., BR∗ (as the bottom of the grey
region), we can assume the chargeless part of the restricted data is small. Since the grey region is
the domain of dependence of BR∗ , the solution in DR∗ is completely determined by the restricted
data on BR∗ . We therefore study the long time behaviour of solutions of MKG equations in the
grey region DR∗ with data small in the chargeless part. We emphasize that this is not a small
data problem as the charge part of the solution is large and is independent of the radius R∗.
Step 2 This step connects the first step to the third. First of all, we will carefully choose a hyperboloid in
DR∗ (on which we have precise control on the solution from the previous step). This hypersurface
is denoted by Σ+ in the next picture.
R∗
t
xΣ
HR∗
Σ+
DD
The solution restricted on this hyperboloid can be viewed as initial datum for the solution in
the interior region which is unknown so far. This step is devoted to showing that the solution
obtained from the previous step is sufficient regular on Σ+ so that we can conduct the next step.
Step 3 In this last step, we will study the asymptotics of the solution in the causal future J +(Σ) which
is the grey region in the left figure (this is the white region in the previous picture).
R∗
Φ
t
x
x˜
t˜
Σ
HR∗ HR∗+ 12R∗+2
J +(Σ)
B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
)
Σ+
Σ− R∗+1
2R∗+1 R∗
2R∗+1
B+
B−
The hypersurface Σ consists of two parts: Σ− and Σ+. Since Σ− is finite, the solution on Σ−
can be well controlled by the data on the compact region {t = 0, |x| ≤ R∗}. This indeed follows
from the classical result of Eardley-Moncrief or the result of Klainerman-Machedon. Together
with Step 2, the restriction of the solution on Σ will be well-understood in terms of the initial
data.
Then we will perform a conformal transformation Ψ to map J +(Σ) to a backward finite light
cone (the grey cone on the right hand side of the picture). The hypersurface Σ will be mapped to
the bottom of the cone. By multiplying conformal factors appropriately, the global dynamics of
solutions to MKG equations defined on the left of the picture is then reduced to understanding
the solution to MKG equations defined on the right of the picture. The estimates from Step 2
provide a bound of the H2-norm of the solution on the bottom of the cone on the right hand
side of the picture. This allows us to use the classical theory of Klainerman-Machedon to bound
the solution on the cone up to two derivatives hence the L∞ norm of the solution. Finally, we
undo the conformal transformation by rewriting the solution on the left hand side in terms of
the solutions on the right hand side. The conformal factors then give the decay estimates of the
solution in J +(Σ). Together with the decay estimates from Step 1, we can derive the peeling
estimates in the main theorem.
1.2.2. Difficulties in the proof. We list several difficulties which did not appear in previous works on MKG
equations. We would like to emphasize that the first difficulty (the largeness of charge) listed below is
related to all the rest. The remaining difficulties arise in course of the resolution of the first one. We also
want to point out that the most difficult part of the proof is Step 1.
(1) The large nonzero charge.
Although the energy norm of the chargeless part of the data in Step 1 is small, the charge
q0 can be large. First of all, the traditional conformal compactification method used in [5] by
Christodoulou-Bruhat requires strong decay of the data which forces the charge to be vanishing.
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Secondly, the presence of nonzero charge may cause a logarithmic divergence in the energy esti-
mates, see a more thorough discussion in the work [18] of Lindblad-Sterbenz for the purely small
data case. The error term caused by the charge can in fact be absorbed if the charge is sufficiently
small. We overcome this large charge difficulty by using the method developed by Yang in [26].
We would also like to compare this charge difficulty with the massive case of recent work [17]
of Klainerman-Wang-Yang, in which they studied the massive MKG equations with small initial
data. Their method also applies to the case with arbitrary large charge. However due to the
existence of mass which gives control of the scalar field itself, the effect of nonzero charge can
be easily controlled (see more detailed discussion in the next subsection). The main difficulty
there, however, lies in the inconsistent asymptotic behaviours of Maxwell fields and solutions of
Klein-Gordon equations.
(2) The sharp peeling estimates.
Since in Step 3 we have to compactify J +(Σ), the estimates for the solution obtained from
Step 1 on Σ must be sufficiently regular so that the solution on its conformal compactification are
bounded in the right Sobolev spaces. In particular it requires to obtain the sharp decay estimates
such as DL(rφ) = O(r
−2) and α = O(r−3) along outgoing light cones. So far as we know, even
for the small data regime (with small charge), these estimates are unknown.
(3) New commutators to prove the necessary sharp peeling estimates.
The idea to obtain the above sharp peeling estimates is straightforward: we need to put more
r-weights in the usual energy estimates so that the r-weights will be converted into extra decay
via Sobolev inequality. We will use the conformal Morawetz vector field K as commutators. This
vector field is of order 2 in terms of weights r and is used traditionally only as multipliers. In
such a way, the structure of the nonlinear terms after commutation becomes the primary concern
and we will show that it has some new null structure.
(4) The hidden null structure of the MKG equations related to commutators.
This is related to point (2) above. When one commutes vector fields with the MKG equations,
although it may generate many error terms, one needs to at least make sure some of the funda-
mental structures remain unchanged. Very often, these structures are important in the analytic
perspective and more precisely they should be phrased in such a way that they fit into the en-
ergy estimates. We will show that there is a new null structure of the nonlinear terms which is
invariant after commuting correct vector fields. Also, there is another important type structure,
which we will call it reduced structure, also remains unchanged after commutations.
(5) The choice of conformal compactifications.
The presence of nonzero charge prevents us to use the usual Penrose type compactification
for the entire spacetime (see [5]): the ρ-component of the Maxwell field behaves as q0r2 which
cannot be compactified near the spatial infinity. However this effect of charge does not propagate
from the spatial infinity to the future null infinity so that we can indeed perform a conformal
transformation inside a null cone to avoid spatial infinity.
(6) Precise energy estimates on the hypersurface Σ in Step 2.
Since Σ is a hyperboloid in Minkowski spacetime, the energy estimates on Σ, especially those
needed in the Klainerman-Machedon theory after the compactification, are not straightforward.
Nevertheless, this part is less serious compared to all the previous ones and can be derived by
using the classical energy estimates in a geometric way.
1.2.3. Key ideas and novelties of the proof. In this subsection, we will list all the ideas and new features
of the proof in order to deal with the difficulties mentioned in the previous subsection.
(1) The reduced structure and converting spatial decay against the logarithmic growth.
We first explain the reduced structure of the nonlinearity. Let F = dA. We may think of A
as φ. Thus, the Maxwell equations are reduced to the form
A = φ ·Dφ.
While most commonly, a nonlinear wave equation with quadratic interaction looks like
φ = ∇φ · ∇φ.
The MKG equations is one derivative less in the nonlinearities. This is the reduced structure.
In terms of energy estimates, the reduced structure will be reflected in the following formula:∫
H∞r1
|DLφ|2 ≤ C1ε˚r−γ01 + C2
∫ ∞
r1
∫
H∞s
|q0|
r2
|φ||DLφ|.
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The left hand side is a classical energy flux term through outgoing null cones {u = r1}. The first
term on the right hand side is coming from the data and the exponent −γ0 reflects the decay of
the data near spatial infinity. The second term on the right hand side contains a φ without any
derivative acting on it. We remark that the q0r2 factor is arising from the charge. Heuristically for
waves, a 1r factor can be regard as DL-derivative so that we should think of the second term as
1
r |DLφ|2 thus we see that there is a logarithmic growth when we integrate. We remark here that
for the massive case in [17], since solution of massive Klein-Gordon equation decays as quickly
as its derivatives, i.e., one can regard φ as DLφ, the above error term can be easily absorbed by
using Gronwall’s inequality.
We use an idea introduced by Yang in [26] to handle this logarithmic loss. The precise state-
ment is summarized and proved in Lemma 3.1. Morally speaking, to obtain the estimates for the
energy flux, we can afford a loss in r instead of in time:∫
H∞r1
|DLφ|2 ≤ Cε˚ · r−γ0+ε01 .
In other words, the decay rate near null infinity changes from γ0 to γ0 − ε0.
(2) The ε0-reductive argument for higher order energy estimates.
The argument is designed to make a better use of the reduced structure of the nonlinearity when
we do higher order energy estimates. Although the charge vanishes when taking derivatives, the
above type error term arises from the connection field A and has the same structure as described
previously. We design an ansatz which allows higher order derivative to lose more decay. To be
more precise, we will lose 2(k+1)ε0-decay for the k-th order derivatives. We will use the following
example to illustrate how the argument works. In the course of deriving energy estimates for
the first order derivatives, schematically, the nonlinear terms look like
∫ |∇φ||∇2φ|. On the
other hand, |∇φ| is already controlled when one derives estimates for the solution itself without
commuting vector fields with equations, thus the estimates on ∇φ only lose 2ε0 decay. Compared
to the 4ε0 loss in the first order derivative case, we indeed have a gain in decay for the nonlinear
terms. This gain will play an essential role in closing the estimates.
(3) Morawetz vector field as commutator and new commutation formulas.
Traditionally, the Morawetz vector field K is only used as multipliers in the energy estimates.
In this work, we will commute K with the equation. The extra weights compared to the clas-
sical commutators such as rotations and scaling provide an extra decay factor for the solutions
near null infinity. This extra decay factor is indispensable when we perform the conformal com-
pactification. We would like to remark that, since K is the image of ∂t under the inversion
map, commuting K with the equation can be regarded as the usual commutation of ∂t after the
conformal transformation. Thus, this idea should be viewed as a vector field method version
of conformal transformations. We also remark here that using such weighted vector fields with
order 2 has been used in the works [1], [2] of Angelopoulos-Aretakis-Gajic for deriving the sharp
decay of linear waves on black hole spacetimes. However in those works, commuting the equation
with the vector field r2L is straightforward when writing the equation in terms of the radiation
field rφ under a suitable null frame. This idea also applies to the scalar field equation of the
MKG system in our situation but may not be so successful for the Maxwell equation since the
Maxwell equation does not commute with the vector field K. Our new observation is as follows:
for Z ∈ Z = {T,Ω12,Ω23,Ω31, S,K}, where T is the time translation, Ωij are rotations and S
is scaling, for Div (the principle part of the Maxwell equations) and A, we have the following
two formulas
[r2Div ,LZ ]G = 0, [r2A, DZ + Z(r)
r
]φ = r2Q(φ, F ;Z) (1.5)
for any closed 2-form G and complex scalar field φ. In other words, although the equations do
not commute with the vector fields S or K, they commutes with the equations multiplied by r2.
We emphasize that the formula holds for K and Q(φ, F ;Z) is quadratic in φ and F = dA. We
also remark that to our knowledge these commutator formulas are new.
(4) A new null form.
The quadratic form Q(φ, F ;Z) is indeed a null form. Take Z = S for example. It can be
shown that
|Q(φ, F ;Z)| .( r|u| |ρ|+ |α|)|DL(rφ)|+ ( r|u| |α|+ |u|r |α|+ |σ|)| /D(rφ)|
+
(|α|+ |u|
r
|ρ|)|DL(rφ)|+ (|ρ|+ |σ|)|φ|+ cubic terms.
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Similar estimates hold for other vector fields in Z. We remark that rather than φ itself, the
derivatives of rφ appear naturally in the above null structure estimate.
The most remarkable property of Q(φ, F ;Z) is that it has an iterative structure. This is
crucial when we commutate multiple derivatives with equations. More precisely, if we define
D̂Z = DZ +
Z(r)
r , we can show that[
D̂Y , [D̂X , r
2A]
]
φ = −r2Q(φ, F ; [Y,X])− r2Q(φ,LY F ;X) + 2r2FY µFXµφ.
The right hand side after commutating two derivatives can still be expressed in terms of Q and
it still satisfies the null structure. This is one of the keys in the proof.
We remark that to our knowledge this null structure is also new.
(5) The algebraic structure of J .
We have seen that rφ appears naturally in the null form estimates. We would like to point out
another perspective. We mentioned previously that DL(rφ) = O(
1
r2 ). We can also show that the
best decay estimates for DLφ is still O(
1
r2 ) instead of O(
1
r3 ). From this point of view, we may
consider rφ to be ”better” than φ itself. On the other hand, for the Maxwell equation, instead of
commuting with the operator Div, we commute with r2Div. It thus requires to analyze r2 · J ,
where the charge density J has components Jµ = =(φ ·Dµφ). The special algebraic form implies
r2 · Jµ[φ] = =
(
(rφ) ·Dµ(rφ)
)
= Jµ[rφ].
Therefore, we only have to deal with the ”better” field rφ rather than φ itself. This special
cancellation from the algebraic structure is crucial to obtain the sharp peeling estimates and to
close the energy estimates.
(6) The conformal compactification.
Since the trace of the energy momentum tensor for MKG equations are not zero, this field the-
ory is not conformal. However, for special conformal transformations, it can still be conformally
invariant, e.g., if Λ = 0 where Λ is the conformal factor. The inversion map restricted in the
forward light cone is such a conformal map in R3+1 (not in other dimensions).
On the other hand, there is another important observation: although the presence of a nonzero
charge does not allow compactification around the spatial infinity, this effect indeed does not
appear on the null infinity. This was first pointed out by Shu in [23]. The following computation
for F [q0] justifies this observation: on a outgoing light cone Hu defined by r − t = 2u, the
conformal energy flux passing through this light cone (this is the basic energy quantity needed
after the conformal transformation) is given by
E[F [q0]] ≈ ∫
Hu
|u|4|ρ|2.
Since |ρ| ≈ q0r2 (as F [q0] has the leading term q0dt ∧ dr) and u is a constant on Hu, the above
energy flux is finite. On the other hand, if one considers conformal energy on a constant time
slice, the factor u4 would be replace by r2u2 (near spatial infinity) so that the contribution of the
charge part of the field would be divergent. This is why we choose inversions as the conformal
mappings.
(7) rp-weighted energy estimates.
We use the rp-weighted energy estimates which was first introduced by Dafermos-Rodnianski
in [8] for the study of decay of linear waves on black hole spacetimes. The method has also been
used in the first author’s works on MKG equations, see [26, 25], where p < 2. The new point in
the current work is that we have to deal with the end point case p = 2 to get the sharp peeling
estimates.
1.3. Further discussions. It is instructive to make a comparison to the works [16], [15] of Klainerman-
Nicolo` to prove higher peeling estimates near Minkowski spacetime in an exterior region and the work [19]
of Luk-Oh for proving global nonlinear stability of dispersive solutions to Einstein equations. Indeed, for
a given initial datum of the vacuum Einstein field equations, one can work in the region r ≥ R∗ and can
assume that the datum is small provided R∗ is sufficiently large. The mass m for the Einstein equations
plays a similar role as the charge q0 for the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations: they all represent a slow
decay tail representing a static solution at spatial infinity (which is the Schwarzschild solutions in the
Einstein equations’ case). The proof of Klainerman and Nicolo` indeed does not use the smallness of the
mass m and this is similar to our case where we do not assume q0 is small. For vacuum Einstein field
equations, the mass m comes in through the ρ-component of the curvature:
ρ =
m
r3
+ ρ˚,
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where ρ˚ decays as 1r4 . However, for MKG equations, the charge q0 comes in through the ρ-component of
the Maxwell field:
ρ =
q0
r2
+ ρ˚.
The r−3 decay is sufficient to apply Gronwall’s inequality in the Einstein equations’ case while for MKG
equations we have to find a new way to compensate the logarithmic loss as we mentioned before.
Alternatively, for this large mass issue for Einstein equations, Luk-Oh in [19] choose a special gauge
condition so that such mass problem does not appear. Since our approach in this paper is gauge invariant
and the charge is inherited in the connection field A, the charge difficulty is essentially different from the
mass problem for Einstein field equations.
For Einstein field equations coupled with other fields, say a scalar field, the coupling field may bring
a slower decay tail. We believe that our method in the exterior region can also be applied to these cases
to derive sharp peeling estimates.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Sergiu Klainerman for helpful suggestions on
the manuscript. The second author is also deeply indebt to Pengyu Le for teaching him the conformal
aspects for the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon theory. The first author is partially supported by the Recruitment
Program of Global Experts in China and a start-up grant at Peking University. The second author is
supported by NSFC-11522111 and China National Support Program for Young Top-Notch Talents.
2. Preparations
2.1. The null decompositions of equations. Recall from the main theorem that the chargeless part
F˚ of the solution is defined as
F˚ = F − F [q0]1{t+1≤|x|}.
It is straightforward to see that F˚ satisfies the same equations as F :
∇µF˚µν = −Jν (2.1)
in the exterior region {t+ 1 ≤ |x|}. In terms of the null components, we can rewrite this equation as
L(r2ρ˚) + /div (r2α˚) = r2JL, L(r
2ρ˚)− /div (r2α˚) = −r2JL,
L(r2σ˚) + /div (r2 ∗α˚) = 0, L(r2σ˚) + /div (r2 ∗α˚) = 0,
/∇L(rα˚)A − /∇A(rρ˚)− ∗ /∇A(rσ˚) = rJA,
/∇L(rα˚)A + /∇A(rρ˚)− ∗ /∇A(rσ˚) = rJA.
(2.2)
Here for simplicity, (α˚, α˚, ρ˚, σ˚) are the null components associated to the 2-form F˚ . For any complex
scalar field f , the covariant wave operator A can be expressed in null frames:
rAf = −DLDL
(
rf
)
+ /D
2(
rf
)
+ iρ · (rf) = −DLDL(rf)+ /D2(rf)− iρ · (rf), (2.3)
where /D
2
(rf) =
∑2
A,B=1m
ABDeADeB (rf).
2.2. Commutator vector fields and null structures. We shall use the following set of vector fields
as commutators:
Z = {T,Ω12,Ω23,Ω31, S,K},
where K = v2L+u2L is the Morawetz vector field, S = vL+uL is the scaling vector field, Ωij = xi∂j−xj∂i
are the rotation vector fields and T = ∂t is the time translation. For vector fields in Z, we define their
discrepancy index as
ξ(T ) = −1, ξ(Ωij) = ξ(S) = 0, ξ(K) = 1.
In the energy estimates, it involves the the deformation tensor of these vector fields:
(Z)piµν =
1
2
LZmµν = 1
2
(∇µZν +∇νZµ),
where LZm is the Lie derivative of the Minkowski metric. By computation, we have
(K)piµν = t ·mµν , (S)piµν = mµν , (Ωij)piµν = 0, (T )piµν = 0,
where mµν is the flat metric of the Minkowski spacetime. We also remark that the set Z is closed under
the Lie bracket: the only non-vanishing [Z1, Z2]’s for Z1, Z2 ∈ Z are
[T, S] = T, [T,K] = 2S, [S,K] = K.
For Z ∈ Z, we define the modified covariant derivative acting on complex scalar field associated to the
1-form A as follows:
D̂Z = DZ +
Z(r)
r
.
This is the conjugate of DZ by the function r, i.e., D̂Zf = r
−1DZ(rf).
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Lemma 2.1 (Commutator formula). For any closed 2-form G and any complex scalar field f , we have
[r2Div ,LZ ]G = 0, (2.4)
[r2A, D̂Z ]f = 2
√−1r2FµνZνDµf +
√−1r2∇µ(ZνFµν)f (2.5)
for all Z ∈ Z.
Remark 2.2. To our knowledge, this set of commutator formulas are new and it is one of the key
ingredients to the proof.
Proof. We first show the following formula
[A, DZ +
Z(r)
r
]f =
2Z(r)
r
Af + 2
√−1FµνZνDµf +
√−1∇µ(ZνFµν)f. (2.6)
By commuting derivatives, we have
[A, DZ ]f = ZµDµf + 2 (Z)piµνDµDνf + 2
√−1FµνZνDµf +
√−1∇µ(ZνFµν)f.
For any function f1, we have
[A, f1]f = f1 · f + 2∇µf1Dµf,
where f1 will be
Z(r)
r .
For Z ∈ Z, if Z 6= K or S, we have (Z)piµν = 0 and f = 0, therefore, (2.6) holds.
For K, we have f1 = t, [A, f1]f = 2∇µf1Dµf and K = −T . Hence,
[A, DK +
K(r)
r
]f = −TµDµf + 2tAf + 2
√−1FµνZνDµf +
√−1∇µ(ZνFµν)f + 2∇µtDµf.
The first term and the last term on the right hand side cancel. This proves the case for Z = K.
For S, we have f1 = 1 and the proof follows exactly in the same manner. Thus formula (2.5) holds.
We turn to the proof of (2.4). By commuting the derivatives, we have
[Div ,LZ ]Gν = ZµGµν +∇ν∇µZδ Gµδ + 2 (Z)piµδ∇δGµν .
If Z ∈ Z but Z 6= K or S, then [r2,LZ ] = 0. The above formula shows that [Div ,LZ ] = 0. Hence, (2.4)
holds.
For K, the above formula implies
[Div ,LK ]Gν = −2TµGµν +∇ν∇µKδ Gµδ + 2t∇µGµν .
In the Cartesian coordinates, one can check immediately that
∇ν∇µKδ Gµδ = 2G(∂ν , ∂t).
Therefore, we obtain
[Div ,LK ]G = 2tDivG.
Finally, we have
LK
(
r2DivG
)
= K(r2)DivG+ r2LK
(
DivG
)
= 2tr2DivG+ r2Div
(LKG)− r2[Div ,LK ]G
= r2Div
(LKG).
For Z = S, recall that (S)pi = m. The computation in this case is straightforward. This yields (2.4). 
Motivated by the formula (2.5), we introduce the following commutator null form.
Definition 2.3. For any closed 2-form G and any complex scalar field f , we define for any vector field
Z the quadratic form
Q(f,G;Z) = 2
√−1GµνZνDµf +
√−1∇µ(ZνGµν)f.
We then can write (2.5) as
[r2A, D̂Z ]f = r2Q(f, F ;Z). (2.7)
To avoid to many constants, in the sequel we use the convention that B . K means that there is a
constant C, depending only on the charge q0 and the size of the initial data C0 such that B ≤ CK. The
next proposition manifests the null structure of the quadratic form Q(f,G;Z):
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Proposition 2.4 (Pointwise estimate of null form). For all Z ∈ Z, r ≥ 1 and |u| ≥ 1, we have
|u|−ξ(Z)|Q(f,G;Z)| . ( r|u| |ρ|+ |α|)|DL(rf)|+ ( r|u| |α|+ |u|r |α|+ |σ|)| /D(rf)|
+
(|α|+ |u|
r
|ρ|)|DL(rf)|+ (|ρ|+ |σ|)|f |+ (|u||JL|+ r2|u| |JL|+ r|/J |)|f |
(2.8)
for all G and f . The current J is associated to G, i.e., Jν = ∇µGµν . Similarly, the null components
α, ρ, σ and α are all defined with respect to G.
Proof. We show bound Q(f,G;Z) for each Z ∈ Z one by one. We have
Q(f,G;Z)√−1 = 2r
−1Gµν ZνDµ(rf)︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
− (ZνJν) · f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
− (2r−1∇µrGµνZν −∇µZνGµν)f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
.
For Z = T , we have
I1 = −1
r
(α+ α) · /D(rf) + 1
r
ρ
(
DL(rf)−DL(rf)
)
, I2 =
1
2
(JL + JL)f, I3 = −r−1ρf.
Therefore, we have
|Q(f,G;T )| . | /D(rf)|
r
(|α|+ |α|)+ |ρ|
r
(|f |+ |DL(rf)|+ |DL(rf)|)+ (|JL|+ |JL|)|f |.
For Z = Ωij , we have
I1 . |DL(rf)||α|+ |DL(rf)||α|+ |σ|| /D(rf)|, I2 ≤ r|/J |f,
I3 =
(1
r
(
GLΩij −GLΩij
)
+∇LΩAijGLA +∇LΩAijGLA −∇AΩBijGAB
)
f = −∇AΩBijGABf.
Therefore, we have
|Q(f,G; Ωij)| . |DL(rf)||α|+ |DL(rf)||α|+ |σ||f |+ r|/J ||f |+ |σ|| /D(rf)|. (2.9)
For Z = S, we have
I1 = 2
u
r
ρDL(rf)− 2v
r
ρDL(rf)− 2v
r
α · /D(rf)− 2u
r
α · /D(rf),
I2 = −vJLf − uJLf, I3 = −2u+ v
r
ρf.
Therefore, we have
|Q(f,G;S)| . r−1|u|(|ρ||DL(rf)|+ |α|| /D(rf)|)+(|ρ||DL(rf)|+ |α|| /D(rf)|)+ |ρ||f |+r|JL||f |+ |u||JL||f |.
For Z = K, we have
I1 = −2u
2
r
ρDL(rf) + 2
v2
r
ρDL(rf) + 2
v2
r
α · /D(rf) + 2u
2
r
α · /D(rf),
I2 = −v2JLf − u2JLf, I3 = −4uv
r
ρf.
Therefore, we have
|Q(f,G;K)| .r−1u2(|ρ||DL(rf)|+ |α|| /D(rf)|)+ r(|ρ||DL(rf)|+ |α|| /D(rf)|)
+ |u||ρ||f |+ r2|JL||f |+ u2|JL||f |.
(2.10)
The lemma is an immediate consequence of the above estimates. 
To analyze the higher order energy estimates of the solution, we will commute the equations with the
vector fields twice. From the commutation formula (2.7), we have the following identity:
r2AD̂Z1D̂Z2f
= [r2A, D̂Z1 ]D̂Z2f + [r2A, D̂Z2 ]D̂Z1f +
[
D̂Z1 , [r
2A, D̂Z2 ]
]
f + D̂Z1D̂Z2
(
r2Af
)
= r2Q(D̂Z1f, F ;Z2) + r
2Q(D̂Z2f, F ;Z1) +
[
D̂Z1 , [r
2A, D̂Z2 ]
]
f + D̂Z1D̂Z2
(
r2Af
)
.
(2.11)
Note that for solution of MKG equations the last term vanishes. In particular to derive the equation for
the second order derivative of the solution, we need to estimate the double commutator.
Proposition 2.5. For all X,Y ∈ Z, we have[
D̂Y , [r
2A, D̂X ]
]
f = r2Q(f, F ; [Y,X]) + r2Q(f,LY F ;X)− 2r2FY µFXµf. (2.12)
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Proof. First from Lemma 2.1, we can write
[r2A, D̂X ]f = r2(2
√−1XνFµνDµf +
√−1∇µ(FµνXν)f).
Then for any two vector fields X and Y , direction computation implies that[
D̂Y , [D̂X , r
2A]
]
f
= −∇Y
(
2
√−1r2XνFµν
)
Dµf −∇Y
(√−1r2∇µ(FµνXν))f
+ 2
√−1r2XνFµν∇µ
(Y (r)
r
)
f − 2√−1r2XνFµν [DY , Dµ]f
= −
(
∇Y
(
2
√−1r2XνFµν
)
Dµf︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+∇Y
(√−1r2∇µ(FµνXν))f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
)
+ 2
√−1r2XνFµν∇µ
(Y (r)
r
)
f + 2
√−1r2Xν∇µY δFµνDδf + 2r2FY µFXµf.
Now for the term I1, we can compute that
I1 = 2
√−1Y (r2)XνFµνDµf + 2
√−1r2∇YXνFµνDµf + 2
√−1r2Xν∇Y FµνDµf
= 2
√−1Y (r2)XνFµνDµf + 2
√−1r2(LYXν +∇XY ν)FµνDµf
+ 2
√−1r2Xν(LY Fµν −∇µY δFδν −∇νY δFµδ)Dµf
= 2
√−1Y (r2)XνFµνDµf︸ ︷︷ ︸
I11
+ 2
√−1r2LYXνFµνDµf︸ ︷︷ ︸
I12
+ 2
√−1r2XνLY FµνDµf︸ ︷︷ ︸
I13
−2√−1r2Xν∇µY δFδνDµf.
As for the term I2, we can further show that
I2 =
√−1Y (r2)∇µ(FµνXν)f +
√−1r2∇µ(Fµν∇YXν)f
+
√−1r2∇µ(∇Y FµνXν)f +
√−1r2[∇Y ,∇µ](FµνXν)f
=
√−1Y (r2)∇µ(FµνXν)f +
√−1r2∇µ(Fµν(LYXν +∇XY ν))f −√−1r2∇µY δFµν∇δXνf
+
√−1r2∇µ
((LY Fµν −∇µY δFδν −∇νY δFµδ)Xν)f −√−1r2∇µY δ∇δFµνXνf
=
√−1Y (r2)∇µ(FµνXν)f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I21
+
√−1r2∇µ(FµνLYXν)f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I22
+
√−1r2∇µ(LY FµνXν)f︸ ︷︷ ︸
I23
−√−1r2∇µ(∇µY δFδνXν)f −√−1r2∇µY δ∇δFµνXνf −√−1r2∇µY δFµν∇δXνf
We notice that the I1i + I2i’s can be expressed in terms of the quadratic form Q. We therefore derive
that [
D̂Y , [D̂X , r
2A]
]
f
= −Y (r2)Q(f, F ;X)− r2Q(f, F ; [Y,X])− r2Q(f,LY F ;X) + 2r2FY µFXµf
+ 2
√−1r2XνFµν∇µ
(Y (r)
r
)
f + 4
√−1r2Xν (Y )piδµFµνDδf
+
√−1r2∇µ(∇µY δFδνXν)f +√−1r2∇µY δ∇δFµνXνf +√−1r2∇µY δFµν∇δXνf
= −Y (r2)Q(f, F ;X)− r2Q(f, F ; [Y,X])− r2Q(f,LY F ;X) + 2r2FY µFXµf
+ 2
√−1r2XνFµν∇µ
(Y (r)
r
)
f + 4
√−1r2Xν (Y )piδµFµνDδf
+
√−1r2Y δFδνXνf + 2
√−1r2 (Y )piδµ (∇δFµνXνf + Fµν∇δXνf) .
Note that the last two terms can be written as
(Y )piδµ(∇δFµνXνf + Fµν∇δXνf) = (Y )piδµ∇δ
(
FµνX
ν
)
f.
We now simplify the previous identity by checking vector fields Y ∈ Z. We basically have two cases:
when Y = K, S or Y = T , Ωij . For the latter situation, we notice that Y is Killing and
Y (r) = 0, (Y )pi = 0, Y δ = 0.
Therefore we conclude from the previous identity that[
D̂Y , [D̂X , r
2A]
]
f = −r2Q(f, F ; [Y,X])− r2Q(f,LY F ;X) + 2r2FY µFXµf.
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Now for the first case when Y = K or S, note that we can write these two vector fields in a uniform way
Y = upL+ vpL, p = 1, 2,
in which p = 1 corresponds to the scaling vector field S while p = 2 stands for the conformal Killing
vector field K. We then can compute that
(Y )pi = tp−1m, r−1Y (r) = tp−1, Y δ∂δ = p(p− 1)∂t, Y (r2) = 2rY (r) = 2r2tp−1.
We therefore can show that
4Xν (K)piδµFµνDδf + 2X
νFµν∇µ
(K(r)
r
)
f +KδFδνXνf + 2(K)piδµ∇δ
(
FµνX
ν
)
f
= 4Xνtp−1mδµFµνDδf + 2XνFµν∇µ(tp−1)f + p(p− 1)F0νXνf + 2tp−1mδµ∇δ
(
FµνX
ν
)
f
= 4Xνtp−1FµνDµf + (p− 2)(p− 1)F0νXνf + 2tp−1∇µ
(
FµνX
ν
)
f
= −√−1r−2Y (r2)Q(f, F ;X).
The last step follows by the definition of Q(f, F ;X) and the fact that p = 1 or 2. In particular we have
shown that estimate (2.12) holds for all X, Y ∈ Z. 
We are now ready to commute vector fields with MKG equations (0.1). First of all, recall that we
have defined the discrepancy index ξ for Z ∈ Z, that is, the value of T , Ωij , S and K are −1, 0, 0 and 1
respectively. Let k = (k0, k1, k2) be a triplet of nonnegative integers. The number k0, k1 and k2 denote
the number of index −1, 0 and 1 vector fields respectively. For a given k, we define the discrepancy
index ξ(k) as
ξ(k) = k2 − k0.
We also define |k| = k0 +k1 +k2. For derivatives on forms, for example the Maxwell field F or the charge
density J , we take the Lie derivative L. For any given tensor field T , we use the expression LkZT to
denote the following k-derivatives on forms for Z ∈ Z:
LkZT = LZ1LZ2 · · · LZ|k|T ,
where there are exactly k0 degree −1 vector fields, exactly k1 degree 0 vector fields and exactly k2 degree
1 vector fields in the collection {Zi|1 ≤ i ≤ |k|}. In the sequel we only consider situations where |k| ≤ 2.
It corresponds to commute at most two derivatives with the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations (0.1).
As for derivatives on the complex scalar fields, we use the modified covariant derivative D̂. Define
D̂kZf = D̂Z1D̂Z2 · · · D̂Z|k|f.
For the solution φ, we also define shorthand notations φ(k) = D̂kZφ and ψ
(k) = rD̂kZφ. The previous
commutator calculations allow us to derive the wave equations for φ(k). Define
N (k) = Aφ(k).
In particular we have N (0) = 0. By definition of Q, we see that N (1) = Q(φ, F ;Z). For the second order
derivative φ(k) = D̂Z1D̂Z2φ, Proposition 2.5 together with the identity (2.11) implies that
N (2) = Q(D̂Z1φ, F ;Z2) +Q(D̂Z2φ, F ;Z1) +Q(φ, F ; [Z1, Z2]) +Q(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)− 2FZ1µFZ2µφ. (2.13)
We now turn to the Maxwell part. We first explain our notations. For r 6= 0, we shall use the following
shorthand notations to derivatives of the chargeless part of F :
α(k) = α(LkZ F˚ ), α(k) = α(LkZ F˚ ), ρ(k) = ρ(LkZ F˚ ), σ(k) = σ(LkZ F˚ ).
We notice that ρ(0) 6= ρ for q0 6= 0. In most of the cases in this paper, only the total number of derivatives
in LkZ is important. The exact form of k is usually irrelevant unless it is emphasized. Therefore, we will
use shorthand notations (1) and (2) rather than writing down the explicit expression of k, e.g., for
α(LTLΩF˚ ) we simply write it as α(2).
For a given k, we also define
J (k) = LkZ(r2J). (2.14)
We remark that J (0) = r2J which is not the current J . The null components of J (k) are denoted by
J
(k)
L , J
(k)
L and /J
(k)
. More precisely, we define
J
(k)
L = −
1
2
m(LkZ(r2J), L), J (k)L = −
1
2
m(LkZ(r2J), L), /J (k)A = m(LkZ(r2J), eA) for A = 1, 2.
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In view of (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4), we can commute LkZ to derive
L(r2ρ(k)) + /div (r2α(k)) = J
(k)
L , L(r
2ρ(k))− /div (r2α(k)) = −J (k)L ,
L(r2σ(k)) + /div (r2 ∗α(k)) = 0, L(r2σ(k)) + /div (r2 ∗α(k)) = 0,
/∇L(rα(k))A − /∇A(rρ(k))− ∗ /∇A(rσ(k)) = r−1/J (k)A ,
/∇L(rα(k))A + /∇A(rρ(k))− ∗ /∇A(rσ(k)) = r−1/J (k)A .
(2.15)
2.3. Multiplier vector fields and energy quantities. One can associate the so-called energy mo-
mentum 2-tensor T [G, f ]αβ to a closed 2-form G and any complex scalar field f :
T [G, f ]αβ = GαµGβ
µ − 1
4
mαβGµνG
µν︸ ︷︷ ︸
T [G]αβ
+<(DαfDβf)− 1
2
mαβDµfDµf︸ ︷︷ ︸
T [f ]αβ
.
Given a smooth R−valued function χ and a vector field Y µ, for any (multiplier) vector field X, we define
the associated current as:
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µ = T [G, f ]µνX
ν − 1
2
∇µχ · |f |2 + 1
2
χ · ∇µ
(|f |2)+ Yµ. (2.16)
It can be computed that the space-time divergence of (X)J˜ [G, f ] is given by the following formula:
Div
(
(X)J˜ [G, f ]
)
= T [G, f ]µν
(X)piµν + χDµfDµf − 1
2
χ · |f |2 + Div Y︸ ︷︷ ︸
D1
+ <(Af(DXf + χf))+∇µGµν ·GδνXδ +XµFµνJ [f ]ν︸ ︷︷ ︸
D2
,
(2.17)
where the current Jµ[f ] = =(f ·Dµf).
In this paper, we will use two types of vector fields as multipliers. In particular the multiplier X will
be chosen as X = ∂t or X = r
pL (0 ≤ p ≤ 2). Their deformation tensors are recorded in the following
table:
piLL piLL piLL piLA piLA piAB
X = ∂t 0 0 0 0 0 0
X = rpL 0 −prp−1 2prp−1 0 0 rp−1/gAB
To define energy quantities, we first clarify the measure over different regions or hypersurfaces. In the
sequel, the variable ϑ denotes for a coordinate on the unit sphere S2. We have∫
Hr2r1
· =
∫ r2
2
r1
2
∫
S2
· r2dvdϑ,
∫
Hr1r2
· =
∫ − r12
− r22
∫
S2
· r2dudϑ,∫
Br2r1
· =
∫ r2
r1
∫
S2
· r2drdϑ,
∫
Dr2r1
· = 1
2
∫ ∫ ∫
S2
· r2dudvdϑ.
Given G and f , the energy through Br2r1 and the energy flux through Hr2r1 or Hr1r2 are defined as
E [G, f ](Br2r1 ) :=
∫
Br2r1
|α(G)|2 + |α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2 + |Df |2,
F [G, f ](Hr2r1) :=
∫
Hr2r1
|α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2 + |DLf |2 + | /Df |2,
F [G, f ](Hr1r2) :=
∫
Hr1r2
|α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2 + |DLf |2 + | /Df |2.
One can take X = ∂t, χ = 0, Y = 0 and then integrate (2.17) over Dr2r1 . This leads to the classical energy
identity:
Lemma 2.6 (Classical energy identity). For all closed 2-form G and any complex scalar field f and all
0 < r1 < r2, we have
F [G, f ](Hr2r1) + F [G, f ](Hr1r2) = E [G, f ](Br2r1 )−
∫
D
r2
r1
<(Af ·D∂tf)+∇µGµν ·G0ν + F0µJ [f ]µ. (2.18)
If we choose X = rpL, χ = rp−1 and Y = p2r
p−2|f |2L, this leads to the r-weighted energy identity
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Lemma 2.7 (r-weighted energy identity). For all closed 2-form G and complex scalar field f , we have∫
Br2r1
rp−2
(|DL(rf)|2 + | /D(rf)|2)+ rp(|α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2)
=
∫
Hr2r1
rp−2
(|DL(rf)|2 + r2|α(G)|2)+ ∫
Hr1r2
rp−2
(| /D(rf)|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2)
+
1
2
∫
Dr2r1
rp−3
(
p
(|DL(rf)|2 + r2|α(G)|2)+ (2− p)(| /D(rf)|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2))
+
∫
Dr2r1
rp−1<(Af ·DL(rf))+ rp∇µGµν ·GLν + rpFLµJ [f ]µ︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-weighted error term Errp
(2.19)
for all 0 < r1 < r2 and p ∈ [0, 2].
One can find the detailed proof in [26]. For reader’s interest, we provide the proof here.
Proof. The identity (2.19) is equivalent to the following one:∫ r2
r1
∫
S2
rp
(|DL(rf)|2 + | /D(rf)|2)+ rp+2(|α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2)drdϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1
=
∫ r2
2
r1
2
∫
S2
rp
(|DL(rf)|2 + r2|α(G)|2)dvdϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1
+
∫ − r12
− r22
∫
S2
rp
(| /D(rf)|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2)dudϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2
+
∫
u
∫
ϑ
∫
v
rp−1
(
p(|DL(rf)|2 + r2|α(G)|2
)
+ (2− p)(| /D(rf)|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2)
)
dvdϑdu
+
∫
Dr2r1
rp−1<(Af ·DL(rf))+ rp∇µGµν ·GLδ + rpFLµJ [f ]µ. (2.20)
We take X = rpL, χ = rp−1 and Y = p2r
p−2|f |2L in (2.17). We can compute that
T [G, f ]µν
(X)piµν = −p− 2
2
rp−1
(
ρ(G)2 + σ(G)2
)− p
2
rp−1| /Df |2
+
p
2
rp−1
(|DLf |2 + |α(G)|2)+ rp−1DLfDLf,
χDµfDµf = −rp−1DLfDLf + rp−1| /Df |2, −1
2
χ · |f |2 = −p(p− 1)
2
rp−3|f |2,
Div Y =
p2
2
rp−3|f |2 + prp−2<(DLf · φ).
Since r2|DLf |2 = |DL(rf)|2 − L(r|f |2), we obtain
D1 =
2− p
2
rp−3
(
r2ρ(G)2 + r2σ(G)2 + | /D(rf)|2)+ p
2
rp−3
(|α(G)|2 + |DL(rf)|2),
D2 = r
p−1<(Af ·DL(rf))+ rp∇µGµν ·GLν + rpFLµJ [f ]µ, (2.21)
where Di’s are defined in (2.17). Now we turn to the boundary integrals. On Br2r1 , the normal nµ is ∂t,
we have
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
1
2
rp−2
(
r2α(G)2 + r2ρ(G)2 + r2σ(G)2 + |DL(rf)|2 + | /D(rf)|2
)
− 1
2
(
(p+ 1)rp−2|f |2 + rp−1∂r(|f |2)
)
.
Therefore we derive that∫
Br2r1
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
1
2
∫
Br2r1
r2α(G)2 + r2ρ(G)2 + r2σ(G)2 + |DL(rf)|2 + | /D(rf)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1 in (2.20)
− 1
2
∫ r2
r1
∫
S2
(p+ 1)rp|f |2 + rp+1∂r(|f |2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∂r(rp+1|f |2)
dϑdr
=
1
2
L1 +
1
2
∫
Sr1r1
rp−1|f |2 − 1
2
∫
Sr2r2
rp−1|f |2.
(2.22)
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On Hr2r1 , the normal nµ is L. Hence,
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ = r
p−2(r2α(G)2 + |DL(rf)|2 + | /D(rf)|2)− 1
2
(
(p+ 1)rp−2|f |2 + rp−1L(|f |2)).
Therefore, we have∫
Hr2r1
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
∫ r2
2
r1
2
∫
S2
rp
(|DL(rf)|2 + r2|α(G)|2)dvdϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1 in (2.20)
− 1
2
∫ r2
2
r1
2
∫
S2
(p+ 1)rp|f |2 + rp+1L(|f |2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L(rp+1|f |2)
dϑdv
= R1 +
1
2
∫
Sr1r1
rp−1|f |2 − 1
2
∫
Sr2r1
rp−1|f |2.
(2.23)
On Hr2r1 , the normal nµ is L. Hence,
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ = r
p−2(r2ρ(G)2 + r2σ(G)2 + | /D(rf)|2)+ 1
2
(− (p+ 1)rp−2|f |2 + rp−1L(|f |2)).
Therefore, we have∫
Hr2r1
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
∫ − r12
− r22
∫
S2
rp
(| /D(rf)|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2)dudϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2 in (2.20)
+
1
2
∫ − r12
− r22
∫
S2
−(p+ 1)rp|f |2 + rp+1L(|f |2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=L(rp+1|f |2)
dϑdv
= R2 +
1
2
∫
Sr2r1
rp−1|f |2 − 1
2
∫
Sr2r2
rp−1|f |2.
(2.24)
By combining(2.21)-(2.24) we can the use Stokes formula to complete the proof. 
To end this section, we introduce energy norms. For all r1 > 0, p ∈ [0, 2], k ≤ 2 and a given small
δ > 0, we define the standard energy norms
E(k)(φ; r1) = F [0, φ(k)](Hr1) + sup
r2≥r1
F [0, φ(k)](Hr1r2),
E(k)(F˚ ; r1) = F [LkZ(F˚ ), 0](Hr1) + sup
r2≥r1
F [LkZ(F˚ ), 0](Hr1r2),
and the rp-weighted energy norms
E(k)(φ; p; r1) =
∫
Hr1
rp−2|DLψ(k)|2 + sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr1r2
rp−2| /Dψ(k)|2
+
∫
Dr1
rp−3
(
p|DLψ(k)|2 + (2− p)| /Dψ(k)|2
))
,
E(k)(F˚ ; p; r1) =
∫
Hr1
rp|α(k)|2 + sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr1r2
rp
(|ρ(k)|2 + |σ(k)|2)
+
∫
Dr1
rp−1
(
p|α(k)|2 + (2− p)(|ρ(k)|2 + |σ(k)|2)).
3. The analysis in the exterior region 0: set-up and zeroth order energy estimates
We emphasize again that, till the end of the paper, (φ, F ) is a given solution of (0.1) associated to
a given finite energy smooth initial datum. According to the result of Klainerman-Machedon [13], the
solution exits globally.
3.1. The exterior region. We take a positive number R∗ and require that R∗ ≥ 1. The number R∗
should be understood as a large number and its size will be determined later on (solely by the initial
datum). It determines the so-called exterior region DR∗ . It is the grey region in the following picture.
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r = R∗
r
DR∗
HR∗
t
BR∗
The boundary of the exterior region consists of two pieces: the outgoing null hypersurface Hr2r1 and its
bottom BR∗ . The exterior region is also the domain of dependence of BR∗ .
According to (1.3), the following number is the initial energy for φ and F˚ on BR∗ :
E˚≥R∗ =
2∑
k=0
∫
r≥R∗
∫
S2
[
r2k+6+8ε0
(|DkDφ0|2 + |Dkφ1|2 + |∇kF˚ |2)+ r4+8ε0 |φ0|2] r2drdϑ. (3.1)
Since we will eventually take a large R∗, we can assume that for a given small positive number ε˚ < 1 one
has
E˚≥R∗ ≤ ε˚.
Before we proceed to the energy estimates, we prove a key technical lemma. The lemma is indispensable
to the estimate on terms with critical decay (coming from the charge term) of the current J .
Lemma 3.1. (Key technical lemma) Let C0, C1, C2, γ0 and ε0 be positive numbers. The constant ε0 is
small, say ε0 = 0.001 and γ0 > 100ε0. Let f be an arbitrary scalar field satisfying the following two
conditions:
1). For all r1 ≥ R∗, we have ∫
Br1
r−2|f |2 ≤ C0ε˚r−γ01 . (3.2)
2). For all r2 > r1 ≥ R∗, we have∫
Hr2r1
|DLf |2 ≤ C1ε˚r−γ01 + C2
∫
Dr2r1
1
r2
|f ||DLf |. (3.3)
Then there exists a constant C depending only on C0, C1, C2 and ε0 such that∫
Hr2r1
|DLf |2 ≤ Cε˚ · r−γ0+ε01 . (3.4)
Remark 3.2. As we have mentioned in the introduction that the error term caused by the charge may
lead to a logarithmic growth by using the standard Gronwall’s inequality. The importance of this lemma
is to avoid this log-loss with the price of losing a bit of decay. This technique was introduced by the first
author in [26] to derive the energy flux decay. For completeness we summarize it as a Lemma which will
also be used to obtain higher order energy estimates.
Proof. Recall that u+ = 1 + |u|. By virtue of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
I :=
∫
Dr2r1
1
r2
|f ||DLf | .
∫
u
∫
v
∫
ϑ
u−1+ r
2|DLf |2dudvdϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
∫
u
∫
v
∫
ϑ
u+r
−2|f |2dudvdϑ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
.
We first deal with I2. In view of the case γ = 4 in (A.11) of Appendix A, we have
I2 .
∫ r2
2
r1
2
u+
(∫
Hr22u
r−4|f |2
)
du .
∫ r2
2
r1
2
u+
(
u−3+
∫
S2u2u
|f |2 + u−2+
∫
Hr22u
∣∣DLf ∣∣2)du
=
∫ r2
2
r1
2
u−2+
(∫
S2u2u
|f |2
)
du︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈
∫
Br2r1
|f |2 . C0r−γ01 ε˚
+
∫
Dr2r1
u−1+
∣∣DLf ∣∣2.
Here the implicit constant is a universal constant. In particular there exists a universal constant C such
that ∫
Hr2r1
|DLf |2 ≤ CC1r−γ01 ε˚+ CC2
∫
Dr2r1
(
1 + |u|)−1|DLf |2
= CC1r
−γ0
1 ε˚+ CC2
∫ r2
r1
1
s
(∫
Hr2s
|DLf |2
)
ds.
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We now apply Gronwall’s inequality in Lemma A.1 (by setting f(s) =
∫
Hr2s |DLf |2) to conclude that∫
Hr2r1
|DLf |2 ≤ C(C1 + C2)˚ε · r−γ01
(
r2r
−1
1 )
CC2 .
For a given r1, define r
∗
1 := r
1+
ε0
2CC2
1 . Then for all r2 ≤ r∗1 , we have∫
Hr2r1
|DLf |2 .C1,C2 ε˚ · r−γ0+
ε0
2
1 , r2 ≤ r∗1 = r
1+
ε0
2CC2
1 . (3.5)
Here the implicit constant depends only on C1 and C2. We now study the case r2 > r
∗
1 in a different
way. In fact, we take r2 =∞ and we have
I =
∫
Dr1
1
r2
|f ||DLf | ≤
∫
Dr1
u
−1− ε02CC2
+ |DLf |2 + u
1+
ε0
2CC2
+ r
−4|f |2
=
∫
r1
2
u
−1− ε02CC2
+
∫
H2u
|DLf |2du︸ ︷︷ ︸
II1
+
∫ ∞
r1
2
u
1+
ε0
2CC2
+
(
II′2(u) =
∫
H2u
r−4|f |2︷ ︸︸ ︷∫
v
∫
ϑ
r−2|f |2dvdϑ
)
du︸ ︷︷ ︸
II2
,
(3.6)
where C is the constant in the definition of r∗1 . Because u
−1− ε02CC2
+ is integrable in u, Gronwall’s inequality
enables us to bound II1 by the righthand side of (3.3). It suffices to control II2.
r1
Dr1
H(2u)∗2u
2u (2u)∗ = (2u)1+
ε0
C
H(2u)∗2u
H≥(2u)∗2u
The cone H2u is the union of H(2u)
∗
2u and H≥(2u)
∗
2u which is the cone emanated from the sphere S(2u)
∗
2u
( (2u)∗ = (2u)1+
ε0
2CC2 ). In the picture, H≥(2u)∗2u is denoted by the dashed line. Thus, we have
II′2(u) =
∫
H(2u)∗2u
r−4|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+
∫
H≥(2u)∗2u
r−4|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
.
For the term A, we can apply the γ = 4 case of (A.11) and we obtain∫
H(2u)∗2u
1
r4
|f |2 . u−3+
∫
S2u2u
|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
+u−2+
∫
H(2u)∗2u
∣∣DLf ∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2, use (3.5)
.C1,C2 u−3+
∫
S2u2u
|f |2 + ε˚ · u−γ0−2+
ε0
2
+ .
So the contribution of A in II2 is bounded by (we can always assume that CC2 ≥ 1)∫ ∞
r1
2
u
1+
ε0
2CC2
+ A du .C1,C2
∫ ∞
r1
2
u
−2+ ε02CC2
+
∫
S2u2u
|f |2du︸ ︷︷ ︸
use (3.2) and Lemma A.2
+ε˚
∫ ∞
r1
2
u
−γ0−1+ε0+ ε02CC2
+ du
.C0,C1,C2 ε˚ · u−γ0+ε0 .
For the term B, we can apply Lemma A.9 with γ = 4 and r2 =∞ to obtain that
B .
(
(2u)∗
)−3 ∫
S(2u)∗2u
|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1
+ (u∗)−2
∫
H≥(2u)∗2u
∣∣DLf ∣∣2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2
. (3.7)
The contribution of B2 in II2 is bounded by∫ ∞
r1
2
u
1+
ε0
2CC2
+ B2du .
∫ ∞
r1
2
u
−1− ε02CC2
+
∫
H2u
|DLψ|2du.
Therefore, this is the same expression as II1 and we can ignore this term.
For B1, up to a universal constant, according to Lemma A.9 for r1 = 2u and r2 = (2u)
∗, we have
B1 ≤ |u|−3
∫
S2u2u
|ψ|2 +
∫
H(2u)∗2u
1
r2
|DLψ|2.
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Now the first term on the right hand side is A1 and the second term is A2 which have already been
estimated. In particular we have bounded all the terms and thus complete the proof. 
3.2. Zeroth order energy estimates. We prove the zeroth order energy estimate.
Proposition 3.3. For r1 ≥ R∗ and 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, we have
E(0)(φ; r1) + E(0)(F˚ ; r1) ≤ 2ε˚ · r−6−6ε01 ,
E(0)(φ; p; r1) + E(0)(F˚ ; p; r1) ≤ 2ε˚ · rp−6−6ε01 .
(3.8)
Proof. We first prove the second estimate for the endpoint case p = 2 (This is the only case which has
applications in the current work. Indeed, for p < 2, the proof is exactly the same and one may also see
[26]). We set G = F˚ , f = φ and rf = ψ = rφ in Lemma 2.7. Thus, (2.19) yields∫
Hr2r1
|DLψ|2 + r2|α˚|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
| /Dψ|2 + r2|ρ˚|2 + r2 |˚σ|2 +
∫
Dr2r1
r−1
(|DLψ|2 + r2|α˚|2)+ Errp
=
∫
Br2r1
|DLψ|2 + | /Dψ|2 + r2
(|α˚|2 + |ρ˚|2 + |˚σ|2) ≤ ε˚ · r−4−8ε01 . (3.9)
It suffices to bound the term Errp of (2.19). It is straightforward to see that the integrand of Errp is
q0r
p−2JL. Hence,∣∣Errp∣∣ p=2= ∣∣q0 ∫
Dr2r1
JL
∣∣ = ∣∣q0 ∫
Dr2r1
=(DLφ · φ)
∣∣ = ∣∣q0 ∫
Dr2r1
r−2=(DLψ · ψ)
∣∣.
In particular, (3.9) implies ∫
Hr2r1
|DLψ|2 . ε˚ · r−4−8ε01 +
∫
Dr2r1
r−2|ψ||DLψ|
We now can use Lemma 3.1 (with γ = −4− 8ε0) and we obtain that∫
Hr2r1
|DLψ|2 +
∫
Dr2r1
r−2|ψ||DLψ| . ε˚ · r−4−7ε01 .
This leads to the r-weighted energy estimates with p = 2. The case when p < 2 follows in a similar way.
Once we have control on the error term caused by the nonzero charge, the first estimate of the proposition
is an immediate consequence of the basic energy identity (2.18). We may always assume that R∗ is large
enough so that by afford a factor r−ε01 we beat all the constants from Lemma 3.1.This completes the
proof. 
4. The analysis in the exterior region 1: bootstrap ansatz and decay estimates
4.1. Bootstrap ansatz. We make two sets of ansatz on the exterior region DR∗ . The first set is on the
energy quantities:
E(k)(F˚ ; r1) + E(k)(φ; r1) ≤ 4ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 ,
E(k)(F˚ ; p; r1) + E(k)(φ; p; r1) ≤ 4ε˚rp−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 ,
r1 ≥ R∗, |k| = 1, 2 and p ∈ [0, 2]. (B)
The second set is on the current terms:
For all r1 ≥ R∗, |k| ≤ 1, we assume∫
Hr1
|J (k)L |2
r21
+
∫
Hr1
|/J (k)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr1r2
|/J (k)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr1r2
|J (k)L |2
r
7
2
≤ 4ε˚2r−8+2ξ(k)−4ε01
and for |k| = 2, we assume∫
Hr1
|J (k)L |2
r21
+
∫
Hr1
|/J (k)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr1r2
|J (k)L |2
r
7
2
≤ 4ε˚2r−8+2ξ(k)−4ε01 .
(C)
We will show that if ε˚ is sufficiently small (by setting R∗ to be sufficiently large), the constant 4 in the
ansatz can be improved to be 2. In the sequel, the bootstrap argument should be understood dynamically
(as one does in solving the Cauchy problem): we assume that the solution is defined in the region where
0 ≤ t ≤ T∗ and T∗ is a fixed positive number. Therefore, for sufficiently small T∗, (B) holds. The
bootstrap argument will show that one can indeed replace the constant 4 by 2 and this is independent of
T∗. Therefore, by letting T∗ →∞, we obtain estimates on the entire spacetime.
Based on these ansatz, we will first derive pointwise estimates on F˚ and φ.
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4.2. Pointwise decay estimates of the Maxwell field. We use (B) to bound α˚, ρ˚, σ˚ and α˚.
Proposition 4.1. We have the following decay estimates:
|α˚| .
√
ε˚r−3u−1−ε0+ , |ρ˚|+ |˚σ| .
√
ε˚r−2u−2−ε0+ , |α˚| .
√
ε˚r−1u−3−ε0+ .
Proof. Step 1. L∞ estimate of α˚.
In view of (A.6), Lemma A.8, the last equation in (2.15) and the fact that L = 2T − L, we have∫
Hr1r2
|LL
(LΩα˚)|2 ≤ ∫
Hr1r2
|LT
(LΩα˚)|2 + ∫
Hr1r2
|LL
(LΩα˚)|2
=
∫
Hr1r2
|α(2)|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
| − /∇ρ(1) + ∗ /∇σ(1) + r−2/J (1) + 1
r
α(1)|2.
We remark that in this case ξ(2) = −1 and ξ(1) = 0. By (B), we then have∫
Hr1r2
|LL
(LΩα˚)|2 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 + ε˚r−6−4ε01 + ∫
Hr1r2
|/J (1)|2
r4
.
We can use the first term of (C) to bound the last term in the above inequality. Recall that for forms Ξ,
we have r2| /∇Ξ|2 . |LΩΞ|2 + |Ξ|2. Therefore, (B) together (C) imply that∫
Hr1r2
|LL
(LΩα˚)|2 . ε˚r−6−4ε01 .
By (B), we also have ∫
Hr1r2
|LΩ
(LΩα˚)|2 . ε˚r−6−2ε01 .
We then can apply (A.2) to derive
‖LΩα˚‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−3−ε01 .
We can repeat the above argument by switching LΩα˚ to α˚ and we obtain
‖α˚‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−3−2ε01 .
Compared to the L4 bound of LΩα˚, this bound gains an extra r−ε0 because we use one less derivative in
this case. This is clear from the bootstrap ansatz (B). We then apply the Sobolev inequality (A.1) on
Sr1r2 . In view of the fact that r1+r22 ≈ r2 and |u| ≈ r1 on Sr1r2 , we obtain
|α˚| .
√
ε˚r−1u−3−ε0+ . (4.1)
Step 2. L∞ estimate of ρ˚ and σ˚. We only derive the bound on ρ˚ since σ˚ can be bounded exactly
in the same manner. First of all, for l = (0, 1, 0) and k = (0, 2, 0), we have
L
(LΩ(rρ˚)) = r−1L(r2ρ(1))− ρ(1).
Thus by using the null equation for ρ˚ as well as the bootstrap assumptions we can show that∫
Hr1r2
|L(LΩ(rρ˚))|2 ≤ ∫
Hr1r2
r−2|LL
(
r2ρ(l)
)|2 + |ρ(l)|2 (2.15)= ∫
Hr1r2
r−2| /div (r2α(l))− J (l)L |2 + |ρ(l)|2
≤
∫
Hr1r2
|α(k))|2 + |ρ(l)|2 + r−2|J (l)L |2
(B),(C)
. ε˚r−6−2ε01 .
By the p = 2 case of (B), we also have∫
Hr1r2
r2|LΩρ˚|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
r2|LΩ
(LΩρ˚)|2 . ε˚r−4−2ε01 .
Therefore, we obtain that∫
Hr1r2
|LΩ
(
rρ˚
)|2 + ∫
Hr1r2
∣∣∣LL(LΩ(rρ˚))∣∣∣2 + ∫
Hr1r2
∣∣∣LΩ(LΩ(rρ˚))∣∣∣2 . ε˚r−4−2ε01 .
According to (A.2), the above energy estimate implies that
‖LΩ
(
rρ˚
)‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r− 122 √ε˚r−2−ε01 .
Similarly, we have
‖rρ˚‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−2−2ε01 .
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We notice that this is a similar bound but with an extra r−ε01 due to one less derivative compared to the
previous case. We then apply (A.1) on Sr1r2 and conclude that
|ρ˚| .
√
ε˚r−2u−2−ε0+ . (4.2)
Remark 4.2. By using the flux on Hr2r1 , the same argument yields:
|α˚| .
√
ε˚r−2u−2−ε0+ .
This is not optimal and we will obtain a better decay in the next step.
Step 3. L∞ estimate of α˚. The sharp decay of α˚ relies on the commutator K and the rp-weighted
energy estimate. Note that for an arbitrary two form G, we have
α(LKG)A = v−1∇L(v3α(G))A + u2∇Lα(G)A + uα(G)A.
Therefore, we have
vα(LKG)A = ∇L
(
v3α(G)
)
A
+ u2∇L
(
rα(G)
)
A
+ (u2 + uv)α(G)A.
If we take G = LΩF˚ , in view of the third equation in (2.15), we also have
∇L(v3LΩα˚) = vα(0,1,1) − (u2 + uv)α(0,1,0) − u2
[
/∇(rρ(0,1,0)) + ∗ /∇(rσ(0,1,0))− r−1/J (0,1,0)]. (4.3)
By virtue of the bootstrap assumptions (B), (C) and |u| . r, especially the rp-weighted energy norms,
we have∫
Hr1
|∇L(v3LΩα˚)|2 .
∫
Hr1
v2|α(0,1,1)|2 + |u|2v2|α(0,1,0)|2 + |u|4(|ρ(0,2,0)|2 + |σ(0,2,0)|2)+ |u|4
r2
|/J (0,1,0)|2
. ε˚r−2−2ε01 .
In view of v = u+ r, we have
‖∇L(rv2LΩα˚)‖L2(Hr1 ) .
√
ε˚r−1−ε01 . (4.4)
This estimate can be used to get a sharp decay estimates for ‖LΩα˚‖L2(Sr2r1 ). In fact, we have
‖v2LΩα˚‖2L2(Sr2r1 ) − ‖v
2LΩα˚‖2L2(Sr1r1 ) =
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
L
(∣∣rv2LΩα˚∣∣2)dϑdv
.
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
|∇L
(
rv2LΩα˚
)||rLΩα˚|r2dϑdv
≤ ‖∇L(rv2LΩα˚)‖L2(Hr1 )‖rLΩα˚‖L2(Hr1 ).
Thus,
‖v2LΩα˚‖2L2(Sr2r1 ) . ‖v
2LΩα˚‖2L2(Sr1r1 ) + ‖∇L(rv
2LΩα˚)‖L2(Hr1 )‖rLΩα˚‖L2(Hr1 )
. ε˚r−3−3ε01 .
As a result, we obtain
‖LΩα˚‖L2(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r−22 r
− 32− 32 ε0
1 . (4.5)
One can also bound ‖LΩα˚‖L4(Sr2r1 ). We take Ξ = rLΩα˚ in (A.2) and we obtain
r32‖LΩα˚‖2L4(Sr2r1 ) .
∫
Hr1r2
|rLΩα|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
1
r2
|LL(r2LΩα˚)|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
r2|LΩ(LΩα˚)|2
.
∫
Hr1r2
r2|α(0,1,0)|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
1
r2
|LL(r2LΩα˚)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
bounded in (4.4)
+
∫
Hr1r2
r2|α(0,2,0)|2
. ε˚r−4−2ε01 .
In other words, we have
‖LΩα˚‖L4(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
− 32
2 r
−2−ε0
1 . (4.6)
For q ∈ [2, 4], by interpolating (4.5) and (4.6), we have
‖LΩα˚‖Lq(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
−
(
1+ 2q
)
2 r
−
(
5
2− 2q+( 12+ 2q )ε0
)
1 , 2 ≤ q ≤ 4. (4.7)
We now try to improve decay in r2 in (4.7) for 2 < q <
9
4 . For this purpose, we choose γ so that
γ +
2
q
= 3.
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Therefore, we have
‖rγLΩα˚‖qLq(Sr2r1 ) − ‖r
γLΩα˚‖qLq(Sr1r1 ) =
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
L
(∣∣r3LΩα˚∣∣q)dϑdv
.
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
|∇L
(
rv2LΩα˚
)||r3LΩα˚∣∣q−1dϑdv.
According to Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
‖rγLΩα˚‖qLq(Sr2r1 ) . ‖r
γLΩα˚‖qLq(Sr1r1 ) + ‖∇L
(
rv2LΩα˚
)‖L2(Hr1 ) ‖r3q−5|LΩα˚|q−1‖L2(Hr1 )︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
. (4.8)
To bound I, since q < 94 , we proceed as follows
I =
(∫
Hr1
r6q−10|LΩα˚|2q−2
) 1
2
=
(∫ r2
r1
r6q−10‖LΩα˚‖2q−2L2q−2(Srr1 )dr
) 1
2
(4.7)
.
(∫ r2
r1
r6q−10 · ε˚q−1 · r−2qr−
(
5q−7+(q+1)ε0
)
1 dr
) 1
2 . ε˚
q−1
2 r
− 12
(
q+2+(q+1)ε0
)
1 .
In view of (6.18) and (4.4), we have
‖rγLΩα˚‖qLq(Sr2r1 ) . ε˚
q
2 r
−q(1+ε0)
1 + ε˚
q
2 r
− 12
(
q+4+(q+3)ε0
)
1
Therefore, we have
‖LΩα˚‖Lq(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
2
q−3
2 r
−(1+ε0)
1 , for 2 < q <
9
4
. (4.9)
We remark that, compared to (4.7), the decay in r2 has been improved. Similary, we also have
‖α˚‖Lq(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
2
q−3
2 r
−(1+ε0)
1 , for 2 < q <
9
4
. (4.10)
We can fix a q ∈ (2, 94 ) (say q = 178 ) and apply (A.1). Therefore, (4.9) and (4.10) together yield
|α˚| .
√
ε˚r−3u−1−ε0+ .
This completes the proof. 
4.3. Pointwise decay estimates of the scalar field. We start with the decay estimate of φ on the
initial slice BR∗ . By (A.2) and (A.1), we have
‖φ‖L4(Sr1r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
− 52−4ε0
1 , ‖DΩφ‖L4(Sr1r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
− 52−4ε0
1 .
By (A.1), we have
‖φ‖L∞(Sr1r1 ) .
√
ε˚r−3−4ε01 .
Proposition 4.3. For the solution (φ, F ) of the MKG equations on the exterior region {t + R∗ ≤ |x|},
the scalar field verifies the following decay estimates:
|φ| .
√
ε˚r−1u−
5
2−2ε0
+ , |DLφ| .
√
ε˚r−1u−3−ε0+ ,
| /Dφ| .
√
ε˚r−2u−2−ε0+ , |DLψ| .
√
ε˚r−2u−1−ε0+ .
Proof. Step 1. L∞ estimate of φ. For k ≤ 2, by Lemma A.5 and (B) we have
‖DkΩφ‖2L2(Sr2r1 ) . ‖D
k
Ωφ‖2L2(Sr1r1 ) +
1
r1
∫
Hr1
|DLDkΩψ|2
(B)
. ε˚r−5−2ε01 . (4.11)
We now use (A.1) to conclude that
‖φ‖L∞(Sr2r1 ).
√
ε˚r−1u−
5
2−ε0
+ .
Here note that u+ = 1 +
1
2 |t − r| = 1 + 12r1. We can indeed improve the estimates by gaining a r−ε01 .
First of all, notice that in (4.11), for k ≤ 1, we have
‖DkΩφ‖2L2(Sr2r1 ).ε˚r
−5−4ε0
1 .
To save one derivative, we can use the second equation in (A.3) to derive that
‖DΩφ‖2L4(Sr2r1 ).ε˚r
−1
2 r
−4−4ε0
1 .
Thus, by (A.1) again, we have
‖φ‖L∞(Sr2r1 ).
√
ε˚r−1r−
5
2−2ε0
1 .
√
ε˚r−1u−
5
2−2ε0
+ . (4.12)
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Step 2. L∞ estimate of DLφ. We first bound
∫
Hr1r2
|DL
(
DΩDLφ
)|2. It can be split into:∫
Hr1r2
|DL
(
DΩDLφ
)|2 ≤ ∫
Hr1r2
|DT
(
DΩDLφ
)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
∫
Hr1r2
|DL
(
DΩDLφ
)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
.
To bound I1, we first commute derivatives to derive
DTDΩDLφ = DT
(
[DΩ, DL]φ
)
+ [DT , DL]DΩφ+DLDTDΩφ
=
√−1LTFΩLφ+
√−1FΩLDTφ+
√−1FTLDΩφ+DLDTDΩφ.
We therefore can bound that
|DTDΩDLφ| ≤ r|α(1)||φ|+ r|α||φ(1)|+ r|ρ|| /Dφ|+ |DLφ(2)|,
where the discrepancy indices of the (1) and (2) are all equal to −1 and we note that α, α and ρ are the
curvature components for the full Maxwell field F . Therefore, we can split I1 into four terms:
I1 ≤
∫
Hr1r2
r2|α(1)|2|φ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
r2|α|2|φ(1)|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
r2|ρ|2| /Dφ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DLφ(2)|2.
Recall that the full Maxwell field F splits into the chargeless part F˚ which has been bounded in Proposition
4.1 and the charge part F [q0] satisfying the trivial bound (1.2). Since F [q0] is stationary, we note that
α(1) = α˚(1). Therefore we can use (4.12) to bound φ in the first term, use |α| . r−1u−2+ for the second
term, use |ρ| . r−2 in the third term and the bootstrap assumption (B) to bound the last term. In
particular we can show that
I1 .
∫
Hr1r2
|α˚(1)|2r−5−4ε01 + u−4+ |φ(1)|2 + r−2| /Dφ|2 + |DLφ(2)|2
. ε˚r−8−2ε01 + r−41
∫
Hr1r2
|φ(1)|2.
Since φ(1) = DTφ, according to (A.5), for k ≤ 1 we have
‖DTDkΩφ‖2L2(Sr2r1 ) . ‖DTD
k
Ωφ‖2L2(Sr1r1 ) +
1
r1
∫
Hr1
|DLDTDkΩψ|2
(B)
. ε˚r−7−2ε01 . (4.13)
We now use the case k = 0 to conclude that∫
Hr1r2
|φ(1)|2 .
∫ − r12
− r22
( ∫
Sr2−2u
ε˚u−4+ |DTφ|2
)
du . ε˚
∫ − r12
− r22
ε˚u−11−2ε0+ du . ε˚2r−10−2ε01 .
Here we keep in mind that u+ = 1 +
1
2r1. In particular we derive that
I1 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
Now we turn to the estimate of I2. By using the null equations for φ, we first can write that
DLDΩDLφ = DL
(
[DΩ, DL]φ
)
+ r−1DLDL
(
rDΩφ
)
+ r−1(DLDΩφ−DLDΩφ)
(2.3)
=
√−1DL
(
FΩLφ
)−ADΩφ+ /D2DΩφ−√−1ρ ·DΩφ+ 1
r
(DLDΩφ−DLDΩφ)
=
√−1LLFΩL · φ−Q(φ, F ; Ω) +
(
2
√−1FΩLDTφ+ 2
r
DTDΩφ
)
+
(
/D
2(
DΩφ
)−√−1ρ · (DΩφ)− 2
r
DLDΩφ−
√−1FΩLDLφ
)
.
For the integral of the last term, we use the pointwise bounds:
|ρ| . r−2, |FΩL| = r|α| . r−2 +
√
ε˚u−3−ε0+ . u−2+ .
We therefore can bound that∫
Hr1r2
| /D2(DΩφ)−√−1ρ · (DΩφ)− 2
r
DLDΩφ−
√−1FΩLDLφ|2
.
∫
Hr1r2
r−2| /DD2Ωφ|2 + r−4|DΩφ|2 + r−2|DLDΩφ|2 + u−4+ |DLφ|2
. ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
For the third term in the previous identity, by using the above estimate (4.13), we can show that∫
Hr1r2
|2√−1FΩLDTφ+ 2
r
DTDΩφ|2 .
∫
Hr1r2
r−2|DTDΩφ|2 + u−4+ |DTφ|2 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
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For the first term
√−1LLFΩL · φ, we use the null equation (2.15) to show that∫
Hr1r2
|√−1LLFΩL · φ|2 .
∫
Hr1r2
(|ρ(1)|2 + |σ(1)|2 + r2|/J |2 + r2|α|2)|φ|2.
Now recall that |/J | = |φ|| /Dφ| and we have the bounds |LΩF [q0]| . r−3. Then by using the bootstrap
assumptions on F˚ as well as the pointwise bound for φ, we indeed can show that∫
Hr1r2
|√−1LLFΩL · φ|2 .
∫
Hr1r2
(|ρ˚(1)|2 + |˚σ(1)|2 + u−5+ | /Dφ|2 + r2|α˚|2 + r−4)|φ|2 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
Finally for the quadratic term Q(φ, F ; Ω), we use the bound (2.9) in the proof for Proposition 2.4 to show
that ∫
Hr1r2
|Q(φ, F ; Ω)|2 .
∫
Hr1r2
|DLψ|2|α|2 + |DLψ|2|α|2 + |σ|2|φ|2 + r2|/J |2|φ|2 + |σ|2| /Dψ|2
.
∫
Hr1r2
|DLψ|2r−2u−4+ + |DLψ|2r−6 + r−4u−2+ (|φ|2 + r2| /Dφ|2) + u−10+ | /Dφ|2
.
∫
Hr1r2
|DTφ|2u−4+ + |DLφ|2u−4+ + r−4u−2+ |φ|2 + u−4+ | /Dφ|2
. ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
Here we have used the fact that L = 2T −L to bound DLψ and estimate (4.13) to bound the integral of
φ as well as DTφ. Combining the above estimate, we have shown that∫
Hr1r2
|DL
(
DΩDLφ
)|2 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 . (4.14)
The next object is to derive estimate for
∫
Hr1r2
|DΩ
(
DΩDLφ
)|2. First for Ω, Ω′ being angular momentum
vector fields, recall the following commutation formula:
DΩ
(
DΩ′DLφ
)
=
√−1(LΩFΩ′Lφ+ F ([Ω,Ω′], L)φ+ FΩ′LDΩφ+ FΩLDΩ′φ)+DLDΩDΩ′φ
For the first four terms, we can bound the full Maxwell field by the pointwise bound according to
Proposition 4.1 together with the property of the charge 2-form F [q0]. More precisely we can show that∫
Hr1r2
|√−1(LΩFΩ′Lφ+ F ([Ω,Ω′], L)φ+ FΩ′LDΩφ+ FΩLDΩ′φ)|2
.
∫
Hr1r2
(|LΩα˚|2 + |α˚|2)u−5+ + r−4|φ|2 + u−4+ r2| /Dφ|2 . ε˚r−8−2ε01 .
Then by using the ansatz (B), we can derive that∫
Hr1r2
|DΩ
(
DΩDLφ
)|2 . ε˚r−6−2ε01 .
Similarly, we also have ∫
Hr1r2
|DΩDLφ|2 . ε˚r−6−4ε01 .
Then using the Sobolev inequality (A.3), we derive that
‖DΩDLφ‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−3−ε01 .
We then repeat the same argument for DLφ to derive
‖DLφ‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−3−2ε01 .
Finally, by virtue of (A.1) and the fact that u+ = 1 +
1
2r1, we obtain that
‖DLφ‖L∞(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r−11 u
−3−ε0
+ .
Step 3. L∞ estimate of /Dφ. By the bootstrap ansatz (B), we have∫
Hr1r2
|DLDΩ′
(
DΩφ
)|2 . ε˚r−6−2ε01 ,
We now use the rp-weighted energy estimate with p = 2 of the bootstrap assumption (B) to show that∫
Hr1r2
|DΩ′′
(
DΩ′DΩφ
)|2 . ∫
Hr1r2
| /∇(DΩ′DΩψ)|2 . ε˚r−4−2ε01 ,
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Therefore by using the Sobolev embedding, we have
‖DΩ′DΩφ‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−2−ε01 .
Similarly, we can also obtain
‖DΩφ‖L4(Sr2r1 ) . r
− 12
2
√
ε˚r−2−2ε01 .
Therefore, (A.1) implies that, for all angular momentum vector field Ω, we have
‖DΩφ‖L∞(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r−12 u
−2−ε0
+ .
Considering that |DΩφ| = r| /Dφ|, the above estimate implies that
‖ /Dφ‖L∞(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r−2u−2−ε0+ .
Here note that on the sphere Sr2r1 it holds the relation r = r1+r22 .
Step 4. L∞ estimate of DL(rφ). The idea is to use the highest weight commutator K = v2L+u2L.
According to the bootstrap ansatz, we have∑
k≤1
∫
Hr1r2
r21|DLDkΩ
(
D̂Kφ
)|2 + r2| /DDkΩ(D̂Kφ)|2 . ε˚r−2−2ε01 .
Here we may note that DΩ = D̂Ω. In particular we conclude that∫
Hr1r2
|DΩDΩ′
(
D̂Kφ
)|2 + |DΩ(D̂Kφ)|2 . √ε˚r−2−2ε01 .
Therefore the Sobolev embedding implies that
|D̂Kφ| .
√
ε˚r−1u−1−ε0+ .
On the other hand, we have
v2DL(rφ) = DK(rφ)− u2DL(rφ) = rD̂Kφ− ru2DLφ+ u2φ.
Then by using the bounds for φ and DLφ, we derive that
v2|DL(rφ)| .
√
ε˚(1 + |u|)−1−ε0 .
This completes the proof. 
5. The analysis in the exterior region 2: energy estimates
5.1. Energy estimates on Maxwell field. For an multi-index k with 1 ≤ |k| ≤ 2, we can take
G = LkZ F˚ and f = 0 in (2.18) and (2.19) to deduce:
E(k)(F˚ ; r1) ≤ E [LkZ F˚ ](Br1) +
∫
Dr1
r−2
∣∣J (k)ν · LkZ F˚0ν∣∣
≤ ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−8ε01 + C
∫
Dr1
|J (k)L||ρ(k)|
r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I1
+
|J (k)L||ρ(k)|
r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
+
|/J (k)||α(k)|
r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I3
+
|/J (k)||α(k)|
r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
I4
,
and
E(k)(F˚ ; p = 2; r1) ≤
∫
Br1
r2
(|α(k)|2 + |ρ(k)|2 + |σ(k)|2)+ ∫
Dr1
∣∣J (k)ν · LkZ F˚Lν∣∣,
≤ ε˚r−4+2ξ(k)−8ε01 + C
∫
Dr1
|J (k)L||ρ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
I5
+ |/J (k)||α(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
I6
,
where C is a universal constant. In this section, the constant C may change but they all denote universal
constants. We now bound the Ii’s one by one.
For I1 and I5, we have∫
Dr1
I5 .
(∫
Dr1
|J (k)L|2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|ρ(k)|2
) 1
2
.
(∫
r≥r1
( ∫
Hr
|J (k)L|2
)
dr
) 1
2
(∫ ∞
r1
( ∫
Hr
|ρ(k)|2)dr) 12
. ε˚r−
5
2+ξ(k)−2ε0
1 · ε˚
1
2 r
− 52+ξ(k)−(3−|k|)ε0
1 . ε˚
3
2 r
−4+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
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The last step follows from the bootstrap assumption (C) as well as the bootstrap assumption (B).
Similarly, ∫
Dr1
I1 . ε˚
3
2 r
−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
For I2, we have∫
Dr1
I2 .
(∫
Dr1
|J (k)L|2
r
19
4
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
r
3
4 |ρ(k)|2
) 1
2
=
(∫ ∞
r1
2
1
v
5
4
( ∫
Hr12v
|J (k)L|2
r
7
2
)
dv
) 1
2
(∫ ∞
r1
2
1
v
5
4
( ∫
Hr12v
r2|ρ(k)|2)dv) 12
. ε˚r−
39
8 +ξ(k)−2ε0
1 · ε˚
1
2 r
− 178 +ξ(k)−(3−|k|)ε0
1 . ε˚
3
2 r
−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
We remark that in the last step we have used the bootstrap assumption (B) since
∫
Hr1r r
2|ρ(k)|2 appears
in the rp-weighted energy. Another key point is that v−
5
4 is integrable on [ r12 ,∞).
For I3 and I6, we have∫
Dr1
I6 .
(∫
Dr1
|/J (k)|2
r2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
r2|α(k)|2
) 1
2
=
(∫ ∞
r1
( ∫
Hr2
|/J (k)|2
r2
)
dr2
) 1
2
(∫ ∞
r1
( ∫
Hr
r2|α(k)|2)dr) 12
. ε˚r−
7
2+ξ(k)−2ε0
1 · ε˚
1
2 r
− 32+ξ(k)−(3−|k|)ε0
1 . ε˚
3
2 r
−6+2ξ(k)−(4−2|k|)ε0
1 .
Similarly, we have ∫
Dr1
I3 . ε˚
3
2 r
−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
For I4, we have ∫
Dr3
I4 .
(∫
Dr1
|/J (k)|2
r2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|α(k)|2
r2
) 1
2
.
(∫ ∞
r1
( ∫
Hr2
|/J (k)|2
r2
)
dr2
) 1
2
(∫ ∞
r1
2
1
v2
( ∫
Hr12v
|α(k)|2)dv) 12
. ε˚r−
7
2+ξ(k)−2ε0
1 · ε˚
1
2 r
− 72+ξ(k)−(3−|k|)ε0
1 . ε˚
3
2 r
−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
As a conclusion and by our convention on the implicit constant, we derive that
E(k)(F˚ ; r1) ≤ ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01
(
1 + Cε˚
1
2
)
,
E(k)(F˚ ; p = 2; r1) ≤ ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01
(
1 + Cε˚
1
2
)
for some universal constant C.
For sufficiently small ε˚, we then has closed the bootstrap argument for the Maxwell fields in (B):
E(k)(F˚ ; r1) ≤ 2ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 , E(k)(F˚ ; p = 2; r1) ≤ 2ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 . (5.1)
5.2. Energy estimates on scalar field. For all multi-index k such that 1 ≤ |k| ≤ 2, we take f = D̂kZφ
and G = 0 in (2.18) and (2.19). Let ψ(k) = rφ(k). We deduce the following energy estimates
E(k)(φ; r1) ≤ E [φ(k)](Br1) +
∫
Dr1
∣∣Aφ(k) ·D∂tφ(k)∣∣+ |F0µJ [φ(k)]µ|
≤ ε˚r−6+2ξ(k)−8ε01 +
∫
Dr1
∣∣Aφ(k)|(|DLφ(k)|+ |DLφ(k)|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1
+
∫
Dr1
(|α|+ |α|)| /Dφ(k)||φ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
S1
+
∫
Dr1
|ρ|(|DLφ(k)|+ |DLφ(k)|)|φ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
(5.2)
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as well as the r-weighted energy estimates
E(k)(φ; p = 2; r1) ≤
∫
Br1
|DLψ(k)|2 + | /Dψ(k)|2 +
∫
Dr1
r
∣∣Aφ(k) ·DLψ(k)∣∣+ r2∣∣FLµJ [φ(k)]µ∣∣
≤ ε˚r−4+2ξ(k)−8ε01 +
∫
Dr1
r
∣∣Aφ(k)∣∣|DLψ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2
+
∫
Dr1
r2|α|| /Dφ(k)||φ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
S2
+
∫
Dr1
|ρ||DLψ(k)||ψ(k)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
(5.3)
We remark that for the term T2, we have used the following structure of current term:
r2J [φ(k)] = r2=(φ(k) ·Dφ(k)) = =(ψ(k) ·Dψ(k)) = J [ψ(k)].
This will be crucial for the estimate of T2. We first bound the Si’s which rely on the following lemma:
Lemma 5.1. Under the bootstrap ansatz, for γ2 ≥ 0, γ1 > 1, we have∫
Dr1
|φ(k)|2
rγ1 |u|γ2 . ε˚r
−3−γ1−γ2+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 .
Proof. Let Su,v be the intersection of Hu and Hv. By (A.5), we then have∫
Dr1
|φ(k)|2
rγ1 |u|γ2 =
∫
u
∫
v
∫
Su,v |φ(k)|2
rγ1 |u|γ2 .
∫
u
∫
v
∫
Su,u |φ(k)|2 + |u|−1
∫
Hu |DLψ(k)|2
rγ1 |u|γ2
.
∫
u
∫
Su,u |φ(k)|2
|u|γ1+γ2−1 +
∫
u
∫
Hu |DLψ(k)|2
|u|γ1+γ2 .
The first term is from the initial data and it is bounded by ε˚r
−3−γ1−γ2+2ξ(k)−8ε0
1 . We can control the
second term by the bootstrap ansatz and it is bounded by Cε˚r
−3−γ1−γ2+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε0
1 . This completes
the proof. 
For S1, according to Proposition 4.1 and the decay properties of the charge part α(F [q0]), α(F [q0]),
we in particular have the following bounds
|α| .
√
ε˚r−3u−1−ε0+ + r
−3 . r−3, |α| .
√
ε˚r−1u−3−ε0+ + r
−3 . r−1u−2+ .
We have used the fact that ε˚ is sufficiently small. Therefore we can show that
S1 .
∫
Dr1
| /Dφ(k)||φ(k)|
r|u|2 .
(∫
Dr1
| /Dφ(k)|2
|u|
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|φ(k)|2
r2|u|3
) 1
2
=
(∫
|u|≥ r12
∫
Hu | /Dφ(k)|2
|u| du
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|φ(k)|2
r2|u|3
) 1
2
.
We use the bootstrap ansatz to bound the first term and use Lemma 5.1 to bound the second term.
Therefore, we obtain
S1 . ε˚r−6.5+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 .
We can also derive in the same manner that
S2 . ε˚r−4.5+2ξ(k)−(6−2|k|)ε01 .
By our convention the implicit constant is independent of R∗. Since r1 ≥ R∗, by choosing R∗ sufficiently
large, we derive the following estimates
E(k)(φ; r1) ≤ 5
4
ε˚r
−6+2ξ(k)−8ε0
1 + R1 + T1,
E(k)(φ; p = 2; r1) ≤ 5
4
ε˚r
−4+2ξ(k)−8ε0
1 + R2 + T2
(5.4)
with Ri, Ti defined in (5.2) and (5.3).
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5.2.1. Energy estimates on one derivatives of the scalar field. We consider the case where |k| = 1. The
multi-index k then represents a vector field Z ∈ Γ. In view of (2.8) and the pointwise bounds in
Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.3, we have
|u|−ξ(Z)|Q(φ, F ;Z)| . 1
r|u| |DLψ|+
1
r2|u| | /Dψ|+
|u|
r3
|DLψ|+ 1
r2
|φ|.
Thus, we have
r2|Aφ(1)|2 . r2|Q(φ, F ;Z)|2
. |u|2ξ(1)−2|DLψ|2 + |u|2ξ(1)−2| /Dφ|2 + |u|
2ξ(1)+2
r2
|DLφ|2 + |u|
2ξ(1)
r2
|φ|2.
(5.5)
Since r−2 . |u|−2, according to the bounds on the zeroth order energy estimates, we have∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(1)−2|DLψ|2 ≤
∫
u
|u|2ξ(1)−2
(∫
Hu
|DLψ|2
)
du . ε˚r2ξ(1)−5−6ε01 ,
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(1)−2| /Dφ|2 .
∫
u
|u|2ξ(1)−4−2ε0
(∫
Hu
| /Dφ|2
)
du . ε˚r2ξ(1)−7−6ε01 ,
and ∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(1)+2
r2
|DLφ|2 .
∫
v
|u|2ξ(1)|v|−2
(∫
Hv
|DLφ|2
)
du . ε˚r2ξ(1)−5−6ε01 .
By Lemma 5.1, we also have ∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(1)
r2
|φ|2 . ε˚r2ξ(1)−5−6ε01 .
Thus, we have ∫
Dr1
r2|Q(φ, F ;Z)|2 . r2ξ(Z)−5−6ε01 . (5.6)
Let (2) denotes two vector fields Z1 and Z2. If we replace φ by D̂Z1 in the proof between (5.5) and (5.6),
we obtain ∫
Dr1
r2|Q(D̂Z1φ, F ;Z2)|2 . r2ξ(2)−5−6ε01 . (5.7)
Similarly, we have∫
Dr1
r−2
(|DLφ(1)|+ |DLφ(1)|)2
.
∫
|u|≥r1
u−2+
( ∫
Hu
|DLφ(1)|2
)
du+
∫
v
v−2
(∫
Hv
|DLφ(1)|2
)
dv . ε˚r2ξ(1)−5−4ε01 .
Therefore, we can bound R1 as follows
R1 ≤
(∫
Dr1
r2|Aφ(1)|2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
r−2
(|DLφ(1)|+ |DLφ(1)|)2)) 12 . ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−5ε01 .
One can also proceed exactly in the same manner to prove that
R2 .
(∫
Dr1
r2|Aφ(1)|2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|DLψ(1)|2
) 1
2 . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−5ε01
by using the r-weighted energy estimates. Therefore, for sufficiently large R∗, since r1 ≥ R∗, we have
E(1)(φ; r1) . ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−5ε01 + T1
E(1)(φ; p = 2; r1) . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−5ε01 + T2.
(5.8)
At this stage, we need to first control T2 in the second equation. In view of the definition of E(k)(φ; p =
2; r1) and the fact that |ρ| . r−2, the second inequality gives∫
Hr1
|DLψ(1)|2 . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−5ε01 +
∫
Dr1
|DLψ(1)||ψ(1)|
r2
.
When we apply Lemma 3.1 in this case, we change ε0 to
1
2ε0. This leads to∫
Hr1
|DLψ(1)|2 . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−4.5ε01 .
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The gain of r−0.5ε0 can be used to improve the estimates in Lemma 5.1. This gives∫
Dr1
|ψ(1)|2
r4
=
∫
Dr1
|φ(1)|2
r2
. ε˚r−5+2ξ(1)−4.5ε01 . (5.9)
Hence,
T2 .
(∫
Dr1
|DLψ(1)|2
) 1
2
(∫
Dr1
|ψ(1)|2
r4
) 1
2 . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−4.5ε01 .
This improved estimate (5.9) also allows us to bound T1 as follows:
T1 .
( ∫
Dr1
r−2|DLφ(1)|2 +
∫
Dr1
r−2|DLφ(1)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
.r−7+2ξ(1)−4ε01 by (B)
) 1
2
( ∫
Dr1
|φ(1)|2
r2︸ ︷︷ ︸
.r−5+2ξ(1)−4.5ε01
) 1
2
. ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−4.25ε01 .
Thus, the estimate (5.8) implies
E(1)(φ; r1) . ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−4.25ε01 , E(1)(φ; p = 2; r1) . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−4.5ε01 .
For sufficiently large R∗, we then have closed the bootstrap argument for first order energy quantities on
scalar field in (B):
E(1) ≤ 2ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−4ε01 , E(1)(φ; p = 2; r1) ≤ 2ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−4ε01 . (5.10)
5.2.2. Energy estimates on second derivatives of the scalar field. We now fix a k so that |k| = 2 and the
first objective is to bound the R1 and R2 term in (5.4). For this purpose, we first recall that, for (2)
representing D̂Z1D̂Z2 , we have
Aφ(2) = Q(D̂Z1φ, F ;Z2) +Q(D̂Z2φ, F ;Z1) +Q(φ, F ; [Z1, Z2]) +Q(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)− 2FZ1µFZ2µφ.
For R1, according to the above expression, we split it into three parts:
R1 .
∫
Dr1
(∣∣Q(D̂Z1φ, F ;Z2)∣∣+ ∣∣Q(D̂Z2φ, F ;Z1)∣∣+ ∣∣Q(φ, F ; [Z1, Z2])∣∣)(|DLφ(2)|+ |DLφ(2)|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R11
+
∫
Dr1
∣∣Q(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)∣∣(|DLφ(2)|+ |DLφ(2)|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R12
+
∫
Dr1
∣∣FZ1µFZ2µφ∣∣(|DLφ(2)|+ |DLφ(2)|)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R13
All the three Q-terms in R11 can be schematically written as either Q(φ
(1), F ;Z) or Q(φ(0), F ;Z) due to
the observation that the linear span of Z is closed under commutations. These terms resemble the terms
in R1 in Section 5.2.1. Thanks to (5.7), they can be bounded exactly in the same manner:
R1 .
(∫
Dr1
r2
∣∣Q(D̂Z1φ, F ;Z2)∣∣2 + r2∣∣Q(D̂Z2φ, F ;Z1)∣∣2 + r2∣∣Q(φ, F ; [Z1, Z2])∣∣2) 12
×
(∫
Dr1
r−2
(|DLφ(2)|+ |DLφ(2)|)2)) 12 . ε˚r−6+2ξ(2)−3ε01 .
Here we remark that compared with the estimate of R1 in the last subsection we lose a decay power of
ε0 is due to the weaker decay of second order energy estimates in the bootstrap assumption.
For R12, we use (1) to denote the vector field Z1, according to (2.8) and the pointwise bounds on the
scalar field, we have
|u|−ξ(Z2)|Q(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)| .
( r
|u| |ρ(LZ1F )|+ |α(LZ1F )|
)|DLψ|
+
( r
|u| |α(LZ1F )|+
|u|
r
|α(LZ1F )|+ |σ(LZ1F )|
)| /Dψ|
+
(|α(LZ1F )|+ |u|r |ρ(LZ1F )|)|DLψ|+ (|ρ(LZ1F )|+ |σ(LZ1F )|)|φ|
+
( |u|
r2
|J(LZ1F )L|+
1
|u| |J(LZ1F )L|+
1
r
|/J(LZ1F )|
)|φ|.
Since F = F˚ + F [q0] and F [q0] solves the linear Maxwell equations, accroding to (2.4), we have
J(LZ1F )L = J (1)L , J(LZ1F )L = J (1)L , /J(LZ1F ) = /J
(1)
.
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Therefore, according to the pointwise decay for the scalar field, we have
|u|−ξ(Z2)|Q(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)|
.
( r
|u| | /Dψ|+ |DLψ|
)|α(LZ1F )|+ ( r|u| |DLψ|+ |u|r |DLψ|+ |φ|)|ρ(LZ1F )|+ (| /Dψ|+ |φ|)|σ(LZ1F )|
+
(|DLψ|+ |u|
r
| /Dψ|)|α(LZ1F )|+ ( |u|r2 |J (1)L |+ 1|u| |J (1)L |+ 1r |/J (1)|)|φ|
.
√
ε˚
|u|3+ε0 |α(LZ1F )|︸ ︷︷ ︸
A0
+
√
ε˚
r|u|2+ε0 |ρ(LZ1F )|+
√
ε˚
r|u|2+ε0 |σ(LZ1F )|︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
+
√
ε˚
r2|u|1+ε0 |α(LZ1F )|︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
+
√
ε˚
r|u| 72+2ε0 |J
(1)
L |+
√
ε˚
r2|u| 52+2ε0 |
/J
(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
A3
+
√
ε˚
r3|u| 32+2ε0 |J
(1)
L |︸ ︷︷ ︸
A4
.
On the other hand, according to Lemma A.8, we have∣∣α(LZ1F [q0])∣∣ ≤ ∣∣LZ1(α(F [q0]))∣∣+ rξ(Z1)∣∣α(F [q0])∣∣ . r−3+ξ(Z1).
Hence, ∣∣α(LZ1F )∣∣ ≤ ∣∣α(LZ1 F˚ )∣∣+ ∣∣α(LZ1F [q0])∣∣ ≤ |α(1)|+ r−3+ξ(Z1).
Similarly, since we have∣∣α(LZ1F [q0])∣∣ . r−3+ξ(Z1), ∣∣ρ(LZ1F [q0])∣∣ . r−3+ξ(Z1), σ(LZ1F [q0]) = 0,
We notice that the estimate on ρ(LZ1F [q0]) is as good as the other components. This is due to the fact
that LZ
(
1
r2 dt ∧ dr
)
= 0 for all Z ∈ Z. We conclude that∣∣α(LZ1F ) . |α(1)|+ r−3+ξ(Z1), ∣∣α(LZ1F ) . |α(1)|+ r−3+ξ(Z1),∣∣ρ(LZ1F ) . |ρ(1)|+ r−3+ξ(Z1), ∣∣σ(LZ1F ) . |σ(1)|. (5.11)
We notice that for Z1 = K we lose decay in r. For the α component, we can improve the decay in r:
Lemma 5.2.
|α(LKF [q0])
∣∣ . r−3|u|. (5.12)
Proof. We recall the definition for F [q0]:
F [q0]0i = ∂iV (x), F [q0]ij = 0, fori, j = 1, 2, 3,
where the potential V (x) is given by
V (x) =
1
4pi
∫
R3
(
1
r︸︷︷︸
V1
+
x · y
r3︸︷︷︸
V2
+
1
2
(3|x|−2(x · y)2 − |y|2)
r3︸ ︷︷ ︸
V3
)=(φ0 · φ¯1)dy, |x| > 0.
The contribution from V3 is of order r
−3 so that we can ignore it. The contribution from V1 gives the
charge part 1r2 dt ∧ dr and it will vanish when one takes LK derivative. Thus, we consider
F (2)[q0]0i = ∂i
( 1
4pi
∫
R3
x · y
r3
=((φ0 · φ¯1)(y))dy), F (2)[q0]ij = 0.
Thus, we have
α(F (2)[q0])A =
1
4pi
∫
R3
eA · y
r3
=((φ0 · φ¯1)(y))dy.
By virtue of the formula for LK in Lemma A.8, we obtain
α(LKF (2)[q0])A = 1
4pi
∫
R3
(r − t)eA · y
r3
=((φ0 · φ¯1)(y))dy.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
As a corollary, we have ∣∣α(LZ1F ) . |α(1)|+ r−3|u|ξ(Z1). (5.13)
Lemma 5.3. We have the following spacetime estimates:
‖rQ(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)‖L2(Dr1 ) .
√
ε˚r
ξ(2)−3−ε0
1 . (5.14)
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Proof. With the help of (5.11) and (5.12), we can bound the terms
∫
Dr1 r
2|u|2ξ(Z2)|Ai|2 one by one. This
will prove the lemma:∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A0|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−6−2ε0(r2|α(1)|2 + r−4|u|2ξ(Z1))
. ε˚
∫ ∞
r1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−6−2ε0
(∫
Hr2
(
r2|α(1)|2 + r−4|u|2ξ(Z1)))dr2.
For A1, we have∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A1|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−4−2ε0(|ρ(1)|2 + |σ(1)|2 + r−6+2ξ(Z1))
. ε˚
∫ ∞
r1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−4−2ε0
(∫
Hr2
(|ρ(1)|2 + |σ(1)|2 + r−6+2ξ(Z1)))dr2.
For A2, we have∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A2|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−2−2ε0r−2(|α(1)|2 + r−6+2ξ(Z1))
. ε˚
∫ ∞
r1
2
r
2ξ(Z2)−4−2ε0
1 v
−2
(∫
Hr12v
(|α(1)|2 + r−6+2ξ(Z1)))dr2.
For A3, based on the ansatz (C), we can proceed in the same manner to obtain∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A3|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−7−4ε0 |J (1)L |2 + |u|2ξ(Z2)−5−4ε0
|/J (1)|2
r2
= ε˚
∫ ∞
r1
(
|u|2ξ(Z2)−7−4ε0
∫
Hr2
|J (1)L |2 + |u|2ξ(Z2)−5−4ε0
∫
Hr2
|/J (1)|2
r2
)
dr2.
All the terms on the righthand sides of the above four inequalities now can be integrated. They are all
bounded by ε˚r
2ξ(2)−6−2ε0
1 .
For A4, let the vector field Z represent the index (1), we have
J (1) = LZ(r2J) = LZ(=(ψ ·Dψ)).
Since
LZ
(
ψ ·Dψ)
µ
= DZψ ·Dµψ + (Dµ log(r))ψ ·DZψ + rψ ·Dµ
(
D̂Zφ
)
+ iFZµ|ψ|2,
we have
|J (1)µ |2 . r4|φ|2|Dµ
(
D̂Zφ
)|2 + (|Dµψ|2 + |φ|2)|DZψ|2 + r4|FZµ|2|φ|4. (5.15)
In particular, we have∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A4|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−3−4ε0(|φ|2|DL(D̂Z1φ)|2 + (|DLψ|2 + |φ|2)|DZ1ψ|2r4 + |FZ1L|2|φ|4).
In view of the pointwise bounds, we can then use the following crude bound for DZ1ψ and FZ1L:
|DZ1ψ| . |u|ξ(Z1)−1−ε0 , |FZ1L| . rξ(Z1)−1|u|−1−ε0 .
Therefore, we obtain∫
Dr1
r2|u|2ξ(Z2)|A4|2 . ε˚
∫
Dr1
|u|2ξ(Z2)−5−4ε0( |DL(D̂Z1φ)|2 + |DLφ|2
r2
+ r−4|u|−1ε˚2)
. ε˚2r2ξ(2)−6−2ε01
where we bound DL(D̂Z1φ) and DLφ on Hr2 as before.
We complete the proof by putting the estimates of the Ai’s all together. 
The term R12 can be easily bounded by the lemma:∫
Dr1
R12 . ‖rQ(φ,LZ1F ;Z2)‖L2(Dr1 )
(∫
Dr1
r−2(|DLφ(2)|2 + |DLφ(2)|2)
) 1
2
. ε˚r2ξ(2)−6.5−2ε01 .
To bound R13, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.4. We have the following estimates:
‖rFZ1µFZ2µ‖L2(Dr1 ) .
√
ε˚r
ξ(2)−2.5−2ε0
1 . (5.16)
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Proof. According to the different choices of Z1 and Z2, we have
Case 1 (Z1, Z2) = (Ω,Ω
′). We have
r|FΩµFΩµφ| . r3|φ|
(|α||α|+ |σ|2) . √ε˚
r4|u| 52+2ε0 .
Case 2 Z1 = Ω and Z2 = v
1+ξ(Z2)L+ u1+ξ(Z2)L. Thus,
r|FΩµFZ2µφ| . r2|φ|
(|σ|+ |ρ|)(v1+ξ(Z2)|α|+ u1+ξ(Z2)|α|) . √ε˚
r3−ξ(Z2)|u| 52+2ε0
Case 3 Z1 = v
1+ξ(Z1)L+ u1+ξ(Z1)L and Z2 = v
1+ξ(Z2)L+ u1+ξ(Z2)L. We have
|FZ1µFZ2µ| . v2+ξ(Z1)+ξ(Z2)|α|2 + |u|2+ξ(Z1)+ξ(Z2)|α|2
+
(|u|1+ξ(Z1)v1+ξ(Z2) + |u|1+ξ(Z2)v1+ξ(Z1))(|α||α|+ |ρ|2).
Thus, we have
r|FZ1µFZ2µφ| .
√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0(r−4+ξ(2) + |u|−4+ξ(2)r−2ε˚+ |u|1+ξ(Z1)r−3+ξ(Z2) + |u|1+ξ(Z2)r−3+ξ(Z1)).
Then we can simply integrate the above pointwise bounds to conclude. 
This lemma leads to the estimate of R13:∫
Dr1
R13 . ‖rFZ1µFZ2µ‖L2(Dr1 )
(∫
Dr1
r−2(|DLφ(2)|2 + |DLφ(2)|2)
) 1
2
. ε˚r2ξ(2)−6−1.5ε01 .
Finally, from the estimates of R11,R12 and R13, we conclude that∫
Dr1
R1 . ε˚r−6+2ξ(2)−1.5ε01 .
Based on (5.14) and (5.16), one can also proceed exactly in the same manner to prove that∫
Dr1
R2 . ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−1.5ε01 .
Therefore, for sufficiently large R∗, since r1 ≥ R∗, we have
E(2)(φ; r1) . ε˚r−6+2ξ(2)−1.5ε01 +
∫
Dr1
|ρ|(|DLφ(2)|+ |DLφ(2)|)|φ(2)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
,
E(2)(φ; p = 2; r1) . ε˚r−4+2ξ(2)−1.5ε01 +
∫
Dr1
|ρ||DLψ(2)||ψ(2)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
For T1 and T2 we can the proceed exactly in the same manner as in the previous subsection. Finally, for
sufficiently large R∗, we can close the bootstrap argument for second order energy quantities on scalar
field in (B):
E(2) ≤ 2ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−2ε01 , E(2)(φ; p = 2; r1) ≤ 2ε˚r−4+2ξ(1)−2ε01 . (5.17)
5.2.3. The estimates on the current terms. We now recover the estimates for the current terms in (C).
I Zeroth order estimates
For k = (0), J (0) = r2J = =(ψ ·Dψ), according to the pointwise bound on φ, we have
|J (0)L | . ε˚r−2|u|−
7
2−3ε0 , |/J (0)| . ε˚r−1|u|− 92−3ε0 , |J (0)L | . ε˚|u|−
11
2 −3ε0 .
We then can directly integrate these bounds and we obtain
r−21
∫
Hr1
|J (0)L |2 +
∫
Hr1
|/J (0)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr1r2
|/J (0)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr1r2
|J (0)L |2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−10+2ξ(k)−6ε01 .
Thus, for sufficiently large R∗, it immediately closes (C) for k = (0).
I First order estimates
For k = (1), we use a vector field Z to represent this index. Notice that we have
J (1)µ = =
(
DZψ ·Dµψ + ψ ·Dµ(rD̂Zφ) + iFZµ|ψ|2
)
= =
(
ψ(1) ·Dµψ + ψ ·Dµψ(1)
)
+ FZµ|ψ|2.
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 For J (1)L , we have
|J (1)L | . |ψ(1)||DLψ|+ |ψ||DLψ(1)|+ |FZL||ψ|2
.
√
ε˚r−1|u|−1−ε0 |φ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL1
+
√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0 |DLψ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL2
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |FZL|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL3
.
For k ≤ 2, by Lemma A.5, we have
‖φ(k)‖2
L2(Sr2r1 )
. ‖φ(k)‖2
L2(Sr1r1 )
+
1
r1
∫
Hr1
|DLψ(k)|2 . ε˚r−5+2ξ(k)−2ε01 . (5.18)
For IL1, we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IL1|2 . ε˚r−21 |u|−2−2ε0
∫ r2
r1
r−2
( ∫
Srr1
|φ(1)|2)dr . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−4ε01 .
For IL2, we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IL2|2 . ε˚r−21 |u|−5−4ε0
∫
Hr1
|DLψ(1)|2 . ε˚2r−11+2ξ(1)−6ε01 .
For IL3, we have two cases:
IL3 ≤
{
ε˚|u|−5−4ε0r|α| . ε˚|u|−5−4ε0r−2, if Z = Ω;
ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |u|1+ξ(1)|ρ| . ε˚|u|−4+ξ(1)−4ε0r−2, if Z = v1+ξ(1)L+ u1+ξ(1)L.
In both cases, we can simply directly integrate the pointwise bounds on Hr1 . Therefore, the contribution
from IL3 is also bounded by ε˚
2r
−11+ξ(1)−8ε0
1 . Hence, we conclude that
r−21
∫
Hr1
|J (1)L |2 . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−4ε01 .
 For /J (1), we have
|/J (1)| . |ψ(1)|| /Dψ|+ |ψ|| /Dψ(1)|+ |FZA||ψ|2
.
√
ε˚|u|−2−ε0 |φ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
/I1
+
√
ε˚r|u|− 52−2ε0 | /Dφ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
/I2
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |FZA|︸ ︷︷ ︸
/I3
.
For /I1, according to (5.18), we have∫
Hr1
|/I1|2
r2
+
∫
Hr2r1
|/I1|2
r2
. ε˚
∫ r2
r1
r−2|u|−4−2ε0( ∫
Srr1
|φ(1)|2)dr . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−2ε01 .
For /I2, we have∫
Hr1
|/I2|2
r2
+
∫
Hr2r1
|/I2|2
r2
. ε˚|u|−5−4ε0
(∫
Hr1
| /Dφ(1)|2 +
∫
Hr2r1
| /Dφ(1)|2
)
. ε˚2r−11+2ξ(1)−8ε01 .
For /I3, we have two cases:
|/I3| ≤
{
ε˚|u|−5−4ε0r|˚σ| . ε˚ 32 |u|−7−6ε0r−1, if Z = Ω;
. ε˚|u|−5−4ε0(r−2+ξ(1) +√ε0r−1|u|−2+ξ(1)−ε0), if Z = v1+ξ(1)L+ u1+ξ(1)L.
In both cases, the contribution of /I3 can be estimated directly by integrating the above bounds and it is
bounded by ε˚2r
−13+2ξ(1)−8ε0
1 . Hence, we conclude that∫
Hr1
|/J (1)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr2r1
|/J (1)|2
r2
. ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−2ε01 .
 For J (1)L , we have
|J (1)L | . |ψ(1)||DLψ|+ |ψ||DLψ(1)|+ |FZL||ψ|2
.
√
ε˚r|u|− 52−2ε0 |φ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL1
+
√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0 |DLψ(1)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL2
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |FZL|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IL3
.
For IL1, according to (5.18), we have
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IL1|2
r
7
2
. ε˚r
3
2
1
∫ r2
r1
r−
3
2 r−5−4ε01
( ∫
Srr1
|φ(1)|2)dr . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−6ε01 .
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For IL2, we first notice that |DLψ(1)| . r|DLφ(1)| + |φ(1)|. The contribution from |φ(1)| can be ignored
since it has been already treated in IL1. Thus, modulo this term, we have
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IL2|2
r
7
2
. ε˚r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
r−
3
2 |u|−5−4ε0 |DLφ(1)|2 . ε˚2r−11+2ξ(1)−6ε01 .
For IL3, we have two cases:
|IL3| ≤
{
ε˚|u|−5−4ε0r|α| . ε˚|u|−5−4ε0r−2 + ε˚ 32 |u|−8−5ε0 , if Z = Ω;
ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |v|1+ξ(1)|ρ| . |u|−5−4ε0r−1+ξ(1), if Z = v1+ξ(1)L+ u1+ξ(1)L.
In both cases, we can simply directly integrate the pointwise bounds on Hr2r1 to obtain bound r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
by
ε˚2r
−11+2ξ(1)−2ε0
1 . Hence, we conclude that
sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|J (1)L |2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−2ε01 .
Putting all the estimates together, we obtain that
r−21
∫
Hr1
|J (1)L |2 +
∫
Hr1
|/J (1)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
∫
Hr1r2
|/J (1)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr1r2
|J (1)L |2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−10+2ξ(k)−2ε01 .
Thus, for sufficiently large R∗, it immediately closes (C) for k = (1).
I Second order estimates
For k = (2), we assume that the vector fields Z1 and Z2 represent this index. We also use (1) to
denote Z1 and (1
′) to denote Z2. We first derive the a formula for J (2) = LZ1LZ2(=(ψ ·Dψ)). Indeed,
we have
LZ1LZ2(ψ ·Dψ)µ = ψ ·DµDZ1DZ2ψ +DZ1DZ2ψ ·Dµψ +DZ2ψ ·DµDZ1ψ +DZ1ψ ·DµDZ2ψ
+ 2i<(DZ2ψ · ψ)FZ1µ + i(LZ1F )Z2µ|ψ|2 + iF[Z2,Z1]µ|ψ|2 + iFZ2µZ1(|ψ|2).
Hence,
J (2)µ = =
(
ψ ·Dµψ(2) + ψ(2) ·Dµψ + ψ(1′) ·Dµψ(1) + ψ(1) ·Dµψ(1′)
)
+ 2<(ψ(1′) · ψ)FZ1µ + 2<(ψ(1) · ψ)FZ2µ + (LZ1F )Z2µ|ψ|2 + F[Z2,Z1]µ|ψ|2.
In view of the symmetry of the indices (1) and (1′), we may drop the terms with similar structures and
bound J
(2)
µ as follows:
|J (2)L | . |ψ||Dµψ(2)|+ |ψ(2)||Dµψ|+ |ψ(1
′)||Dµψ(1)|+ |ψ||ψ(1′)||FZ1µ|+
(|(LZ1F )Z2µ|+ |F[Z2,Z1]µ|)|ψ|2.
In order to bound |J (2)L | in an efficient way, we first bound ψ(1
′) in L∞. We have
|ψ(1′)| ≤
{
r2| /Dϕ|, if Z = Ω;
|v1+ξ(1′)||DLψ|+ |u1+ξ(1′)|
(|rDLφ|+ |φ|), if Z = v1+ξ(1)L+ u1+ξ(1)L.
By virtue of the pointwise bounds on Dφ, we have
|ψ(1′)| .
√
ε˚|u|− 32+ξ(1′)−2ε0 .
We can now bound φ and ψ(1
′) in J
(2)
µ to derive
|J (2)µ | .
(√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0 |Dµψ(2)|+
√
ε˚|u|− 32+ξ(1′)−2ε0 |Dµψ(1)|
)
+ |ψ(2)||Dµψ|
+
(
ε˚|u|−4+ξ(1′)−4ε0 |FZ1µ|+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0
(|(LZ1F )Z2µ|+ |F[Z2,Z1]µ|)). (5.19)
 For J (2)L , we can use the pointwise bound for DLψ in (5.19) (where µ = L) and we obtain
|J (2)L | .
(√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0 |DLψ(2)|+
√
ε˚|u|− 32+ξ(1′)−2ε0 |DLψ(1)|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL2
+
√
ε˚r−2|u|−1−ε0 |ψ(2)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL1
+
(
ε˚|u|−4+ξ(1′)−4ε0 |FZ1L|+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |F[Z2,Z1]L|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL3
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |(LZ1F )Z2L|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL4
.
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For IIL1, in view of (5.18), we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IIL1|2 . ε˚r−21 |u|−2−2ε0
∫ r2
r1
r−2
( ∫
Srr1
|φ(2)|2)dr . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(2)−4ε01 .
For IIL2, by the r
p-weighted energy estimates, we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IIL2|2 . ε˚r−21
∫
Hr1
|u|−5−4ε0 |DLψ(2)|2 + |u|−3+2ξ(1′)−4ε0 |DLψ(1)|2 . ε˚2r−9+2ξ(2)−6ε01 .
For IIL3, we will need the following two inequalities:
|FZ1L| . r−2|u|1+ξ(1), |F[Z1,Z2]L| . r−2|u|1+ξ(2).
The first one can be checked by a direction computation. For the second, we notice that the only non-
vanishing [Z1, Z2]’s for Z1, Z2 ∈ Z are [T, S] = T , [T,K] = 2S and [S,K] = K. For those vector fields, it
is clear that ξ([Z1, Z2]) = ξ(Z1) + ξ(Z2). Therefore, the second inequality follows from the first one. In
particular, we have
|IIL3| . ε˚r−2|u|−3+ξ(2)−4ε0 .
We can integrate this pointwise bound on Hr1 to bound r−21
∫
Hr1 |IIL3|
2 by . ε˚2r−9+2ξ(2)−8ε01 .
For IIL4, we have two cases
|(LZ1F )ΩL| ≤
{
r|α(1)|+ r−2|u|ξ(1), if Z2 = Ω;
|u|1+ξ(1′)(|ρ(1)|+ r−3|u|ξ(1)), if Z2 = v1+ξ(1′)L+ u1+ξ(1′)L.
For the first case, we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IIL4|2 . r−21 ε˚2|u|−10−4ε0
∫
Hr1
r2|α(1)|2 + r−4|u|2ξ(1) . ε˚2r−13+2ξ(1)−4ε01 .
For the second case, we have
r−21
∫
Hr1
|IIL4|2 . r−21 ε˚2|u|−8+2ξ(1
′)−4ε0
∫
Hr1
|ρ(1)|2 + r−6|u|2ξ(1) . ε˚2r−13+2ξ(2)−4ε01 .
Hence, r−21
∫
Hr1 |IIL4|
2 is bounded by ε˚2r
−13+2ξ(2)−4ε0
1 Together with previous estimates, we obtain
r−21
∫
Hr1
|J (2)L |2 . ε˚2r−9+2ξ(2)−6ε01 .
 For /J (2), we bound /Dψ in (5.19) in L∞ (where µ = eA) and we obtain
|J (2)µ | .
(√
ε˚r|u|− 52−2ε0 | /Dφ(2)|+
√
ε˚r|u|− 32+ξ(1′)−2ε0 | /Dφ(1)|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
/II2
+
√
ε˚|u|−2−ε0 |φ(2)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
/II1
+
(
ε˚|u|−4+ξ(1′)−4ε0 |FZ1A|+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |F[Z2,Z1]A|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
/II3
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |(LZ1F )Z2A|︸ ︷︷ ︸
/II4
.
For /II1, according to (5.18), we have∫
Hr1
|/II1|2
r2
. ε˚
∫ r2
r1
r−2|u|−4−2ε0( ∫
Srr1
|φ(2)|2)dr . ε˚2r−10+2ξ(2)−2ε01 .
For /II2, we have∫
Hr1
|/II2|2
r2
. ε˚|u|−5−4ε0
∫
Hr1
| /Dφ(2)|2 + ε˚|u|−5−4ε0
∫
Hr2r1
| /Dφ(2)|2
+ ε˚|u|−3+2ξ(1′)−4ε0
∫
Hr1
| /Dφ(1)|2 + ε˚|u|−3+2ξ(1′)−4ε0
∫
Hr2r1
| /Dφ(1)|2 . ε˚2r−9+2ξ(2)−8ε01 .
For /II3, since
|FZ1A| .
√
ε˚r−1|u|−2+ξ(1)−ε0 + r−2+ξ(1), |F[Z1,Z2]A| .
√
ε˚r−1|u|−2+ξ(2)−ε0 + r−2+ξ(2),
we can integrate these pointwise bounds to derive∫
Hr1
|/II3|2
r2
. ε˚2r−11+2ξ(2)−8ε01 .
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For /II4, we have two cases
|(LZ1F )ΩA| ≤
{
r|σ(1)|, if Z2 = Ω;
r1+ξ(1
′)|α(1)|+ |u|1+ξ(1′)|α(1)|+ r−2+ξ(1′)|u|ξ(1), if Z2 = v1+ξ(1′)L+ u1+ξ(1′)L.
We claim that in both cases we all have∫
Hr1
|/II4|2
r2
. ε˚2r−16+2ξ(2)−8ε01 .
The proof for the first case is straightforward. For the second case, we need the following bound on α(1):
‖α(1)‖L2(Sr2r1 ) .
√
ε˚r
−3+ξ(1)−ε0
1 . (5.20)
In fact,
‖α(1)‖2
L2(Sr2r1 )
− ‖α(1)‖2
L2(Sr1r1 )
=
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
L
(∣∣rα(1)∣∣2)dϑdv . ∫ r12
r2
2
∫
S2
| /∇L
(
rα(1)
)||rα(1)|dϑdv
. ‖ /∇L(rα(1))‖L2(Hr2r1 )
(∫ r12
r2
2
1
r2
( ∫
Srr1
|α(1)|2)dr) 12 .
To bound ‖ /∇L(rα(1))‖L2(Hr2r1 ), according to (2.15) and the facts that r| /∇ρ(LZ1 F˚ )| ' |ρ(LΩLZ1 F˚ )| and
r| /∇σ(LZ1 F˚ )| ' |σ(LΩLZ1 F˚ )|, we have
‖ /∇L(rα(1))‖2L2(Hr2r1 ) ≤
∫
Hr2r1
|ρ(LΩLZ1 F˚ )|2 + |σ(LΩLZ1 F˚ )|2 +
|/J (1)|2
r2
. ε˚r−6+2ξ(1)−4ε01 .
Similar to the proof of Lemma A.7, we use Gronwall’s inequality to obtain (5.20). Thus,∫
Hr1
|/II4|2
r2
. ε˚2
∫
Hr1
|u|−10−8ε0
(
r2ξ(1
′)|α(1)|2 + |u|2+2ξ(1′) |α
(1)|2
r2
+ r−6+2ξ(1
′)|u|2ξ(1)
)
The first term can be bounded by the rp-weighted energy estimates. The last term can bounded directly.
For the second term, we use (5.20) to get its L2 bound on Sr2r1 then integrate over r. This proves the
estimate for /II4. Together with other estimates, we obtain∫
Hr1
|/II|2
r2
. ε˚2r−9+2ξ(2)−6ε01 .
 For J (2)L , we can use the pointwise bound for DLψ in (5.19) (where µ = L) and we obtain
|J (2)µ | .
(√
ε˚|u|− 52−2ε0 |DLψ(2)|+
√
ε˚|u|− 32+ξ(1′)−2ε0 |DLψ(1)|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL2
+
√
ε˚|u|−3−ε0 |ψ(2)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL1
+
(
ε˚|u|−4+ξ(1′)−4ε0 |FZ1L|+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |F[Z2,Z1]L|
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL3
+ ε˚|u|−5−4ε0 |(LZ1F )Z2L|︸ ︷︷ ︸
IIL4
.
For IIL1, according to (5.18), we have
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL1|2
r
7
2
. ε˚r
3
2
1
∫ r2
r1
r−
3
2 r−6−2ε01
( ∫
Srr1
|φ(2)|2)dr . ε˚2r−11+2ξ(2)−6ε01 .
For IIL2, we first notice that |DLψ(k)| . r|DLφ(k)| + |φ(k)|. The contribution from |φ(1)| and |φ(2)| can
be ignored since they have been already treated in IL1 and IIL1. Thus, modulo those terms, we have
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL2|2
r
7
2
. ε˚r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
r−
3
2
(|u|−5−4ε0 |DLφ(2)|2 + |u|−3+2ξ(1′)−4ε0 |DLφ(1)|2) . ε˚2r−9+2ξ(1)−6ε01 .
For IIL3, we notice that
|FZ1L| .
{√
ε˚|u|−3−ε0 + r−2, if Z1 = Ω;
r−1+ξ(1), if Z1 = v1+ξ(1)L+ u1+ξ(1)L.
.
Since Ω can not be a commutator [Z1, Z2], we have
|F[Z1,Z2]L| . r−1|u|1+ξ(2).
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We remark that the ξ(2) in the above formula is at most 1. Thus, we can directly integrate those pointwise
bounds and we obtain
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL|2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−9+2ξ(1)−2ε01 .
For IIL4, we have two cases
• If Z2 = Ω, by (5.11), we have
|(LZ1F )ΩL| . r|α(1)|+ r−2+ξ(1).
Thus,
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL4|2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
r−
3
2 |u|−10−8ε0 |α(1)|2 + r− 132 +2ξ(1)|u|−10−8ε0 .
• If Z2 = v1+ξ(1′)L+ u1+ξ(1′)L, by (5.11), we have
|(LZ1F )Z2L| . r1+ξ(1′)|ρ(1)|+ r−2+ξ(2).
Thus,
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL4|2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
r2ξ(1
′)− 72 |u|−10−8ε0r2|ρ(1)|2 + r− 152 +2ξ(2)|u|−10−8ε0 .
In both cases, we have
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|IIL4|2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−12+2ξ(1)−4ε01 .
Hence, we conclude that
sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr2r1
|J (2)L |2
r
9
2
. ε˚2r−10+2ξ(1)−2ε01 .
Putting all the estimates together, we obtain that
r−21
∫
Hr1
|J (2)L |2 +
∫
Hr1
|/J (2)|2
r2
+ sup
r2≥r1
r
3
2
1
∫
Hr1r2
|J (2)L |2
r
7
2
. ε˚2r−9+2ξ(k)−2ε01 .
Thus, for sufficiently large R∗, it immediately closes (C) for k = (2).
6. The analysis in the interior region
6.1. The conformal theory of Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations. We review the conformal theory
of the Maxwell-Klein-Gordon equations. We refer the readers to Chapter 4 of the the booklet [6] of
Christodoulou for more details. Let L be a line bundle over a four dimension Lorentzian manifold
(M, g) with a given hermitian metric h. Let DA be a U(1)-connection compatible with h where A is
the corresponding connection 1-form and let φ be a section of L. The action for Maxwell-Klein-Gordon
equations is
L(A, φ; g, h) =
∫
M
1
2
gµνh
(
(DA)∂µφ, (DA)∂νφ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ls(A,φ;g,h)
+
1
4
FµνFµν︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lm(A,φ;g,h)
dvolg.
Let Λ, λ be two positive smooth functions on M . We conformally change the metrics g and h by the
following rules:
g˜ = Λ2g, h˜ = λ2h.
The D˜Aφ = DAφ+(d log γ)φ is a connection compatible with h˜ (A is viewed as a given 1-form which gives
a connection compatible with h˜ via this formula). We remark that this is not a gauge transformation.
The action in the new conformal settings is related to the old one by the following formulae:
Ls(A, φ; g, h) =
Λ2
λ2
(
Ls(A, φ; g˜, h˜) +
1
2
|φ|2
h˜
γ−1g˜γ − 1
2
Divg˜
(|φ|2
h˜
· gradg˜(log γ)
))
,
Lm(A, φ; g, h) = Λ
4Lm(A, φ; g˜, h˜).
We also notice that dvolg = Λ
−4dvolg˜. By setting λ = Λ−1, we obtain
L(A, φ; g, h) = L(A, φ; g˜, h˜) +
∫
M
1
2
|φ|2
h˜
γ−1g˜γ − 1
2
Divg˜
(|φ|2
h˜
· gradg˜(log γ)
))
.
We now impose a condition on γ: g˜γ = 0. In applications, we will take g˜ to be the Minkowski metric
and γ(t, x) =
(
(t+C)2−|x|2)−1 where C is a constant so that this condition is always satisfied. Thus, we
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conclude that the difference between the two actions L(A, φ; g, h) and L(A, φ; g˜, h˜) is simply a divergence
term. In particular, this implies that the two actions give the same Euler-Lagrange equations. Therefore
(A, φ) being a solution of (0.1) with (g, h) is equivalent to being a solution of (0.1) with (g˜, h˜). We point
out that the two sets of (identical) solutions need to be measured in different metrics.
We study a special case. Let Φ : (U,m) → (U˜ , m˜) be a conformal mapping between two domains of
Minkowski space. We assume that
Φ∗m˜µν = Λ−2mµν .
where Λ(t, x) = (t+R∗+ 1)2−|x|2 is a smooth function on U . By setting g˜ = m and g = Φ∗m˜, we apply
the previous constructions. This yields the following lemma:
Lemma 6.1. Let L˜ be a complex line bundle on U˜ and Φ : U → U˜ be a conformal diffeomorphism
described above. If (φ˜, A˜) is a solution of (0.1) for L˜, then (φ,A) := (Φ∗φ˜,Φ∗A˜) is solution of (0.1) for
L = Φ∗L˜ with respect to (m,Λ−2Φ∗h˜). In particular, one takes h = Φ∗h˜ on L (this is always the case
since we usually identify scalar fields with a C−valued functions by fixing a unit section in L or L˜). We
can reformulate the statement as follows: If (φ˜, A˜) (φ is a complex function) a solution of (0.1) on U˜ ,
then (Λ−1Φ∗φ˜,Φ∗A˜) is also a solution of (0.1) on U .
We can also reverse the direction:
Corollary 6.2. If (φ,A) is a solution of (0.1) on U , then (
(
Φ−1
)∗(
Λ · φ), (Φ−1)∗A) is also a solution
of (0.1) on U˜ .
6.2. The conformal picture. From now on until the end of the paper, the radius R∗ is fixed. And in
the sequel we allow the implicit constant depends also on R∗ and the size of the data C0. More precisely,
B . P means that there is a constant C depending only on C0 such that B ≤ CP . Here we point
out that the radius R∗ as well as the charge q0 only depends on the size of the data C0. We define a
hyperboloid Σ in the Minkowski space by the following equation:
Σ =
{
(t, x)
∣∣∣− (t+R∗ + 1− 2R∗ + 1
2(R∗ + 1)
)2
+ |x|2 = −
( 2R∗ + 1
2(R∗ + 1)
)2}
.
Geometrically, Σ (drawn as the bold black curve in the left figure) is the unique hyperboloid passing
through SR∗R∗ and asymptotic to HR∗+ 12R∗+2 (the dash-dot-dot line in the left figure). We denote its
causal future by J +(Σ) and it is the grey region in the left figure.
R∗
Φ
t
x
x˜
t˜
Σ
HR∗ HR∗+ 12R∗+2
J +(Σ)
B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
)
Σ+
Σ− R∗+1
2R∗+1 R∗
2R∗+1
B+
B−
We now define a map Φ : J +(Σ) → R3+1. To distinguish the domain and the target of the map, we
will use t˜ and x˜i’s as coordinate system on the target Minkowski space (R3+1, m˜αβ) where m˜αβ is the
Minkowski metric on the target. The map Φ is given by the following formula:
Φ : (t, x) 7→ (t˜, x˜) =
(
− t+R∗ + 1
(t+R∗ + 1)2 − |x|2 +
R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
,
x
(t+R∗ + 1)2 − |x|2
)
Geometrically, it is the composition of a time translation with the standard inversion map centered at
(−R∗ − 1, 0, 0, 0). It is straightforward to see that the image of Σ is given by t˜ = 0 and |x˜| < R∗+12R∗+1 . It
is a 3-dimensional open ball denoted by B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
(see the bold straight line segment in the right figure).
We also define Σ± = Σ ∩ {±t ≥ 0} and their images under Φ are denoted by B±. We remark that the
Σ+ are entirely inside the exterior region where we have already obtained good control on the solutions.
The image of J +(Σ) is indeed the future domain of dependence of B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
and denoted by D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
).
It is depicted as the grey region in the right figure. As a result, we obtain a diffeomorphism:
Φ : J +(Σ)→ D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
).
With the naturally induced flat metrics, Φ is indeed a conformal map:
Φ∗m˜µν =
1
Λ(t, x)2
mµν with Λ(t, x) = (t+R∗ + 1)2 − |x|2.
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We define functions on the domain of definition on the target of Φ
u∗ = u+
R∗ + 1
2
, v∗ = v +
R∗ + 1
2
, u˜ =
1
2
(t˜− R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
− r˜),
v˜ =
1
2
(t˜− R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
+ r˜), Λ˜(t˜, x˜) =
(
t˜− R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
)2 − |x˜|2.
It is straightforward to check that
Λ = 4u∗v∗, Λ˜ = 4u˜v˜, Φ∗(u˜) = − 1
4u∗
, Φ∗(v˜) = − 1
4v∗
,
(
Φ−1
)∗
Λ˜ = Λ−1.
We can also define two principal null vector fields on the target:
L˜ = ∂t˜ + ∂r˜, L˜ = ∂t˜ − ∂r˜.
We can compute the tangent map Φ∗ as follows:
Φ∗L = 4v˜2L˜, Φ∗L = 4u˜2L˜, Φ∗(xi∂xj − xj∂xi) = x˜i∂x˜j − x˜j∂x˜i .
Now define e˜1 and e˜2 via the following formula:
Φ∗eA = Λ˜(t˜, x˜)e˜A.
Thus, (e˜1, e˜2, L˜, L˜) consists of a null frame for the target space D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
). The following set of formulae
gives the image of Z under Φ∗:
Φ∗T = 2v˜2L˜+ 2u˜2L˜, Φ∗(xi∂xj − xj∂xi) = x˜i∂x˜j − x˜j∂x˜i , Φ∗K =
1
2
∂t˜.
The next objective is to define the fields on the target of Φ corresponding to (G = dA, f) (on the
domain of definition). The correspondence is given by the following formulae: 1
f˜(t˜, x˜) :=
((
Φ−1
)∗
(Λ · f)
)(
t˜, x˜
)
= Λ(t, x)f(t, x),
A˜(t˜, x˜) :=
((
Φ−1
)∗
A
)(
t˜, x˜
)
(hence Ω˜(t˜, x˜) :=
((
Φ−1
)∗
Ω
)(
t˜, x˜
)
).
In view of the conformal theory presented at the beginning of the section, if we take (G, f) = (F, φ) the
solution of (0.1), the pair (φ˜, F˜ ) is a solution of (0.1) on D+(B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
).
In the rest of this subsection (Section 6.2), we will use the following shorthand notations for the null
components of G and G˜:
α = α(G), ρ = ρ(G), σ = σ(G), α = α(G),
α˜ = α(G˜), ρ˜ = ρ(G˜), σ˜ = σ(G˜), α˜ = α(G˜).
Since Φ∗ and Φ∗ behave well in the functorial way, the following formulae are immediate consequences
of the previous computations:
α˜A(t˜, x˜) = 16u∗v3∗αA(t, x), ρ˜(t˜, x˜) = 16u
2
∗v
2
∗ρ(t, x),
σ˜(t˜, x˜) = 16u2∗v
2
∗σ(t, x), α˜A(t˜, x˜) = 16u
3
∗v∗αA(t, x),
D˜L˜φ˜(t˜, x˜) = 4v
2
∗DL(Λφ)(t, x), D˜e˜A φ˜ = 4u∗v∗DeA(Λφ)(t, x), D˜L˜φ˜(t˜, x˜) = 4u
2
∗DL(Λφ)(t, x).
(6.1)
The correspondence also behaves well with respect to taking derivatives for Z ∈ Z:2
L˜ZG = LΦ∗ZG˜, ∀Z ∈ Z, ˜̂DΩijf = D˜Φ∗Ωij f˜ ,
˜̂
DT f = D˜Φ∗T f˜ +
(
t˜− R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
)
f˜ ,
˜̂
DKf = D˜Φ∗K f˜ + (R∗ + 1)
2
(
t˜− R
2
∗
(R∗ + 1)(2R∗ + 1)
)
f˜ .
(6.2)
We will study the energy flux through the space-like hypersurface Σ. For this purpose, we need to
study the geometry of Σ. It is more convenient to use a new coordinate system to characterize Σ. We
define
U =
√(
t+R∗ +
1
2R∗ + 2
)2 − r2, V = √(t+R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 2
)2
+ r2.
1In the sequel of the section, when we write (t, x) and (t˜, x˜), it is always understood as Φ : (t, x) 7→ (t˜, x˜).
2We also use D˜ to denote the covariant derivatives corresponding to A˜ on the target. This should not be confused with
the D˜ on the domain of definition of Φ.
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The new coordinates system is (U, V, ϑ) where ϑ ∈ S2 is the standard spherical coordinates. According to
the definition, Σ is defined by U = 2R∗+12(R∗+1) . Thus, (V, ϑ) should be regarded as local coordinate system
on Σ. To simplify notations, we also define
t∗ = t+R∗ +
1
2R∗ + 2
.
In the new coordinate system, the volume form of the Minkowski metric m can be written as
dvolm = r
2dtdrdϑ =
rUV
2t∗
dUdV dϑ. (6.3)
The hypersurface Σ can also be viewed as the graph of the function g over R3, where g is defined as
t = g(x) =
√
|x|2 +
( 2R∗ + 1
2(R∗ + 1)
)2
− 2R
2
∗ + 2R∗ + 1
2(R∗ + 1)
.
Therefore the surface measure on Σ+ is given by (using r and ϑ as coordinate function):
dµΣ =
√
1 + |∇g|2dx =
√√√√√2r2 + ( 2R∗+12(R∗+1))2
r2 +
(
2R∗+1
2(R∗+1)
)2 r2drdϑ.
In view of the defining equation of Σ, one can express it in terms of (V, ϑ) on Σ:
dµΣ =
rV 2
t∗
dV dϑ. (6.4)
The following lemma gives a formula to compute the contraction of a vector field with the spacetime
volume form on Σ. It will play a key role in the computations of the local energy density on Σ.
Lemma 6.3. Let J be a smooth vector field on R3+1 and ι : Σ ↪→ R3+1 be the canonical embedding. We
use iJdvolm to denote the contraction of J and the spacetime volume form. Then we have
ι∗
(
iJdvolm
)
= − rV
4t∗
(
(t∗ − r)JL + (t∗ + r)JL
)
dV dϑ.
Proof. Since we have already derived the formulae for volume/surface measures in terms of (U, V, ϑ), it
just remains to relate L and L to ∂U and ∂V . This is recorded in the following formulae:
L =
t∗ − r
U
∂U +
t∗ + r
V
∂V , L =
t∗ + r
U
∂U +
t∗ − r
V
∂V . (6.5)

We turn to the study of energy quantities. Given fields (f˜ , G˜) on B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
, the standard energy is
defined as
E [f˜ , G˜](B˜ R∗+1
2R∗+1
) =
∫ R∗+1
2R∗+1
0
∫
S2
(
|α˜|2 + |ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2 + |α˜|2 + |D˜L˜φ˜|2 +
2∑
A=1
|D˜e˜A φ˜|2 + |D˜L˜φ˜|2
)
r˜2dr˜dϑ˜.
In view of our analysis in the exterior region, the more relevant part of the energy is as follows:
E [f˜ , G˜](B˜+) =
∫ R∗+1
2R∗+1
R∗
2R∗+1
∫
S2
(
|α˜|2 + |ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2 + |α˜|2 + |D˜L˜φ˜|2 +
2∑
A=1
|D˜e˜A φ˜|2 + |D˜L˜φ˜|2
)
r˜2dr˜dϑ˜.
The main objective is to rewrite this energy in terms of (f,G) on Σ+:
Proposition 6.4. Given the conformal correspondence (f,G) 7→ (f˜ , G˜), we have
E [f˜ , G˜](B˜+) .
∫
Σ+
r2|α˜|2 + |ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2 + |α˜|
2
r2
+ |DLΨ|2 + |DLf |2 + | /Df |2 + |DLf |
2
r2
+
|f |2
r2
. (6.6)
where we use the hypersurface measure dµΣ for the integration and Ψ = rf .
Proof. We start to express the volume form r˜2dr˜dϑ˜ in terms of dV dϑ. We notice that
(
Φ−1
)∗
(U) = 2R∗+12R∗+2
on Σ+. In terms of V and U , we have
r˜ =
√
V 2−U2
2
U2 +
(
2R∗+1
2R∗+2
)2
+ 2R∗+1R∗+1
√
V 2+U2
2
=
√
V 2 − U2
2
3
2U2 + 2U
√
V 2 + U2
.
Thus,
dr˜ =
2
3
2U2
√
V 2 + 4U3V(
2
3
2U2 + 2U
√
V 2 + U2
)2√
V 2 − U2√V 2 + U2
dV.
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Since U ≈ 1 and V ≈ r on Σ+ (provided R∗ ≥ 1 which always holds). Thus, r˜ ≈ 1 and we have
r˜2dr˜dϑ˜ ≈ r−2dV dϑ. (6.7)
In view of (6.4) and the facts that t∗ ≈ r ≈ v∗ on Σ+, we conclude that
r˜2dr˜dϑ˜ ≈ v−4∗ dµΣ+ . (6.8)
Thus, combing with (6.1), the above equation yields
E [f˜ , G˜](B˜+) =
∫
Σ+
u2∗v
2
∗|α˜|2 + u4∗
(|ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2)+ u6∗v−2∗ |α˜|2 + |DL(Λf)|2
+ u2∗v
−2
∗ | /D(Λf)|2 + u4∗v−4∗ |DL(Λf)|2.
(6.9)
The above integration is understood over the measure dµΣ+ . On the other hand, since Lu∗ = Lv∗ = 1,
Lv∗ = Lu∗ = 0 and Λ = 4u∗v∗, we can easily obtain that
|DL(Λf)|2 = |4u∗DL(v∗f)|2 = |4u∗DL
(
(u∗ + r)f
)
)|2 . u4∗|DLf |2 + u2∗|DLΨ|2,
| /D(Λf)|2 ≈ u2∗v2∗| /Df |2, |DL(Λf)|2 . v2∗u2∗|DLf |2 + |v∗|2|f |2.
Since 12 − 14(R∗+1) ≤ u∗ ≤ 12 , thus u∗ ≈ 1. The above estimate together with (6.9) completes the proof of
the proposition. 
We can further more eliminate the term |f |
2
r2 in (6.6):
Corollary 6.5. Given the conformal correspondence (f,G) 7→ (f˜ , G˜), we have
E [f˜ , G˜](B˜+) . R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 +
∫
Σ+
r2|α˜|2 + |ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2 + |α˜|
2
r2
+ |DLΨ|2 + |DLf |2 + | /Df |2 + |DLf |
2
r2
. (6.10)
Proof. According to (6.4), by Newton-Leibniz formula, we have∫
Σ+
|f |2
r2
≈
∫ ∞
R∗
∫
S2
|f |2dV dϑ = R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 − lim
V0→∞
(
V −10
∫
Σ+∩V=V0
|f |2 + 2
∫
Σ+
V −10 <(D∂V f · f)
)
. R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 +
∫
Σ+
V −1|D∂V f ||f | . R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 +
∫
Σ+
|D∂V f |2) +
1
2
∫
Σ+
|f |2
r2
.
Thus, ∫
Σ+
|f |2
r2
. R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 +
∫
Σ+
|D∂V f |2.
According to (6.5), on Σ+, we have
|D∂V f |2 = |
V
4t∗r
(
(t∗ + r)L− (t∗ − r)L
)
f |2 . |DLf |2 + |DLf |
2
r2
.
Therefore, ∫
Σ+
|f |2
r2
. R−1∗
∫
SR∗R∗
|f |2 +
∫
Σ+
|DLf |2 + |DLf |
2
r2
.
In view of (6.6), this completes the proof. 
To bound the righthand side of (6.6), we need standard energy estimate and rp-weighted energy
estimates on Σ+. We take the integration domain D to be the spacetime slab bounded by Σ+ and BR∗ ,
see the grey region in the following picture:
R∗
t
xΣ
HR∗
Σ+
DD
Lemma 6.6. For all G and f , 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, we have∫
Σ+
(t∗ + r)
(|DLf |2 + |α|2)+ 2t∗(| /Df |2 + |ρ|2 + |σ|2)+ (t∗ − r)(|DLf |2 + |α|2)
8V
= E [G, f ](BR∗)−
∫
D
<(Af ·D∂tf)+∇µGµν ·G0ν + F0µJ [f ]µ, (6.11)
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and ∫
BR∗
rp−2
(|DLΨ|2 + | /DΨ|2)+ rp(|α(G)|2 + |ρ(G)|2 + |σ(G)|2)
=
∫
Σ+
rp
(|DLΨ|2 + r2|α|2)(t∗ + r) + rp(| /DΨ|2 + r2(|ρ|2 + |σ|2))(t∗ − r)
4r2V
+
∫
D
rp−3
(
p(|DLΨ|2 + r2|α(G)|2
)
+ (2− p)(| /DΨ|2 + r2|ρ(G)|2 + r2|σ(G)|2)
)
+
∫
D
rp−1<(Af ·DLΨ)+ rp∇µGµν ·GLδ + rpFLµJ [f ]µ.
(6.12)
Here Ψ = rf .
Proof. We first derive rp-weighted energy identity. The following computations are similar to those in
the proof of Lemma 2.7. We take X = rpL, χ = rp−1 and Y = p2r
p−2|f |2L in (2.17) and then integrate
on D. The expressions of D1 and D2 (in (2.17)) are given in (2.21). According to Stokes formula, we
have ∫
BR∗
J˜ [G, f ]µnµ +
∫
Σ+
ι∗
(
iXdvolm
)
=
∫
D
D1 + D2
On BR∗ , the normal nµ is ∂t, we have
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
1
2
rp−2
(
r2α(G)2+r2ρ(G)2+r2σ(G)2+|DLΨ|2+| /DΨ|2
)−1
2
(
(p+1)rp−2|f |2+rp−1∂r(|f |2)
)
.
Therefore, we have∫
BR∗
(X)J˜ [G, f ]µnµ =
1
2
∫
Br2r1
r2α(G)2 + r2ρ(G)2 + r2σ(G)2 + |DLΨ|2 + | /DΨ|2
− 1
2
∫ r2
r1
∫
S2
(p+ 1)rp|f |2 + rp+1∂r(|f |2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=∂r(rp+1|f |2)
dϑdr
=
1
2
L1 +
1
2
∫
Sr1r1
rp−1|f |2.
On the other hand, in view of Lemma 6.3, we need to compute (X)J˜ [G, f ]L and
(X)J˜ [G, f ]L. In fact, we
have
r2 · (X)J˜ [G, f ]L = rp
(|DLΨ|2 + r2|α|2)− 1
2
L(rp+1|f |2),
r2 · (X)J˜ [G, f ]L = rp
(| /DΨ|2 + r2(|ρ|2 + |σ|2))+ 1
2
L(rp+1|f |2).
Therefore, by Lemma 6.3 and replacing L and L in the above formulae by (6.5), we obtain that
ι∗
(
iJ˜dvolm
)
= −r
p
(|DLΨ|2 + r2|α|2)(t∗ + r) + rp(| /DΨ|2 + r2(|ρ|2 + |σ|2))(t∗ − r)
4r2V
dµΣ
+
1
2
∂V (r
p+1|f |2)dV dϑ
Therefore, we have∫
Σ+
ι∗
(
iXdvolm
)
= −
∫
Σ+
rp
(|DLΨ|2 + r2|α|2)(t∗ + r) + rp(| /DΨ|2 + r2(|ρ|2 + |σ|2))(t∗ − r)
4r2V
− 1
2
∫
Sr1r1
rp−1|f |2.
(6.13)
The rp-weighted energy identity follows immediately.
For the basic energy identity, we simply take X = ∂t, χ = 0 and Y = 0 in (2.17). The identity easily
follows if we observe that
ι∗
(
iJ˜dvolm
)
= − (t∗ + r)|DLf |
2 + 2t∗| /Df |2 + (t∗ − r)|DLf |2
8V
dµΣ.

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6.3. The energy estimates on the conformal conformal compactification. We first apply the
theory of the previous section to the static solution (f,G) = (0, F [q0]). By the definition of the charge
field F [q0], according to (6.9), we can bound that
E[F [q0]](B˜+) . ∫
Σ+
u4∗|r−2|2 + u2+|r−3|2 . 1. (6.14)
This is due to the fact that |ρ(F [q0])| decays like r−2 while all the other components decay at least r−3.
We also note that on Σ+, u∗ ≈ 1.
Remark 6.7. Despite the simplicity, the computation in (6.14) is of great conceptual importance. Indeed,
if one considers conformal energy on a constant time slice, the factor u4∗ would be replace by r
2 (near
spatial infinity) so that the contribution of the charge part of the field would be divergent. However, (6.14)
shows that the charge part behaves very well near null infinity. This is the reason we choose the inversion
to compactify the spacetime over the usually Penrose compactification.
The main purpose of the current section is to obtain (the L2 bounds up to two derivatives) of (φ˜, F˜ )
on B+. In view of (6.10), it is reasonable to define the following quantity:
E+[f,G] =
∫
Σ+
r2|α˜|2 + |ρ˜|2 + |σ˜|2 + |α˜|
2
r2
+ |DLΨ|2 + |DLf |2 + | /Df |2 + |DLf |
2
r2
. (6.15)
In what follows, we take the (f,G) to be (φ(k),L(k)Z F˚ ) for |k| ≤ 2. In this specific set-up, we first simplify
the estimates in Lemma 6.6.
We start with identity (6.11). Because t∗ ≈ V ≈ r and |t∗ − r| ≈ 1, its lefthand side is approximately∫
Σ+
|α(k)|2 + |ρ(k)|2 + |σ(k)|2 + |DLφ(k)|2 + | /Dφ(k)|2 + |α
(k)|2 + |DLφ(k)|2
r2
.
The first term of the righthand side is coming from the data hence bounded by ε˚R−6−2ε0∗ . The second
one is precisely the error terms that we have controlled in the exterior region (indeed, D ⊂ DR∗), hence
also bounded by ε˚R−6−2ε0∗ . Therefore, via (6.6), we arrive at the following estimates∫
Σ+
|α(k)|2 + |ρ(k)|2 + |σ(k)|2 + |DLφ(k)|2 + | /Dφ(k)|2 + |α
(k)|2 + |DLφ(k)|2
r
. ε˚R−6−2ε0∗ . (6.16)
We use the p = 2 case of (6.12). The first term of the left hand side is coming from the data hence
bounded by ε˚R−4−2ε0∗ . The second and third terms of the righthand side are precisely the error terms that
we have controlled in the exterior region hence also bounded by ε˚R−4−2ε0∗ . Finally, we use t∗ ≈ V ≈ r
and |t∗ − r| ≈ 1 for the first term on the righthand side. Therefore, we arrive at the following estimate:∫
Σ+
|DLψ(k)|2 + r2|α|2 + r
(| /Dφ(k)|2 + |ρ|2 + |σ|2)) .R∗ ε˚R−4−2ε0∗ . (6.17)
As a conclusion, we obtain that
E+[φ(k),L(k)Z F˚ ] . 1. (6.18)
Here we recall that the implicit constant here depends only on the size of the initial data C0 defined
before the main theorem.
Remark 6.8. From this point till the end of the paper, we will ignore the dependence on R∗ for the
universal constants since R∗ is already fixed.
We now have all the preparations to bound the H2 norms of (φ˜, F˜ ) on B+.
We take (f,G) = (φ, F ) in (6.10). The first term on the righthand of (6.10) is bounded by the initial
datum. Therefore, by taking (k) = (0) in (6.18), the estimate (6.10) gives
E(φ˜, ˜˚F )(B+) . 1.
On the other hand, we know that F˜ =
˜˚
F + F˜q0 and we have already shown that E(F˜ [q0]) . Einitial. Hence,
we have
E(φ˜, F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.19)
We now assume |k| = 1 and we take (f,G) = (D̂Zφ,LZF ) where Z corresponds to the index (k).
If Z = Ωij , the commutator formula (6.2) has no error term for Ωij ’s. We then can repeat the above
procedure. Therefore, we have
E(D˜
Ω˜ij
φ˜,L
Ω˜ij
F˜ )(B+) . 1,
where Ω˜ij = x˜i∂x˜j − x˜j∂x˜i .
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If Z = T , according to (6.2), we have D˜Φ∗T φ˜ =
˜̂
DTφ −
(
t˜ − R∗+12R∗+1
)
φ˜. Similar to the previous case,
E(˜˜DTφ,LΦ∗T F˜ = L˜T F˚ )(B+) are bounded by (6.10) and (6.18). Since t˜ and its derivatives on B+ is
bounded, in view of the L∞ estimates on φ (which implies the φ˜ is bounded in L2) and (6.19), the energy
contributed by
(
t˜− R∗+12R∗+1
)
φ˜ is also bounded. Thus, we conclude that
E(D˜v˜2L˜+u˜2L˜φ˜,Lv˜2L˜+u˜2L˜F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.20)
If Z = K, according to(6.2), we have D˜Φ∗K φ˜ =
˜̂
DKφ− (R∗ + 1)2
(
t˜− R2∗(R∗+1)(2R∗+1)
)
φ˜. Similarly, since t˜
and its derivatives on B+ are bounded, we can argue exactly in the same manner that
E(D˜∂t˜ φ˜,L∂t˜ F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.21)
On the other hand, on B+, both r˜ and its inverse are bounded (as well as their derivatives). We also have
v˜2L˜+ u˜2L˜ =
1
2
(
r˜2 +
( R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
))
∂t˜ +
R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
r˜∂r˜.
Therefore, (6.20) and (6.21) together with all the previous estimates imply that
E(φ˜, F˜ )(B+) + E(D˜φ˜,∇F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.22)
We now assume |k| = 2 and we take (f,G) = (φ(2),L(2)Z F ). Since (6.2) has no error term for Ωij ’s, it
is immediate to see that
E(D˜
Ω˜ij
D˜
Ω˜′ij
φ˜,L
Ω˜ij
L
Ω˜′ij
F˜ )(B+) . 1.
We now consider the case (f,G) = (D̂T D̂Tφ,LTLTF ). On t˜ = 0 (or B+), we have
D˜Φ∗T D˜Φ∗T φ˜ =
̂˜DT D̂Tφ+ 2R∗ + 2
2R∗ + 1
D˜Φ∗T φ˜+
(
2
( R∗ + 1
2R∗ + 1
)2
+ r2
)
φ˜.
We can bound all the terms on the righthand side and we obtain
E(D˜v˜2L˜+u˜2L˜D˜v˜2L˜+u˜2L˜φ˜,Lv˜2L˜+u˜2L˜Lv˜2L˜+u˜2L˜F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.23)
We now consider the case (f,G) = (D̂KD̂Kφ,LKLKF ). On B+, we have
1
4
D˜T˜ D˜T˜ φ˜ =
̂˜DT D̂Tφ+ R2∗(R∗ + 1)
2R∗ + 1
D˜T˜ φ˜+
(1
2
(R∗ + 1)2 +
(R∗ + 1)2R4∗
(2R∗ + 1)2
)
φ˜.
This implies
E(D˜∂t˜D˜∂t˜ φ˜,L∂t˜L∂t˜ F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.24)
Similar to (6.22), by combining (6.23), (6.24) and all the previous estimates, we finally obtain that
E(φ˜, F˜ )(B+) + E(D˜φ˜,∇F˜ )(B+) + E(D˜2φ˜,∇2F˜ )(B+) . 1. (6.25)
Finally, to obtain theH2 bound of (φ˜, F˜ ) on the entire ball B R∗+1
2R∗+1
, it remains to bound the contribution
from B R∗+1
2R∗+1
− B+ = Φ(Σ−). On the other hand, according to the theory of Klainerman-Machedon [13],
since Σ− is bounded, the solution is also bounded up to two derivatives in L2 norms. This implies
immediately that the H2 energy of (φ˜, F˜ ) on B R∗+1
2R∗+1
− B+ is bounded. Finally, we obtain that
E(φ˜, F˜ )(B R∗+1
2R∗+1
) + E(D˜φ˜,∇F˜ )(B R∗+1
2R∗+1
) + E(D˜2φ˜,∇2F˜ )(B R∗+1
2R∗+1
) . 1. (6.26)
Once again, by the Main Theorem proved in Klainerman-Machedon [13], we have uniform H2 control of
φ˜ and F˜ . According to Sobolev inequality on B R∗+1
2R∗+1
, we conclude that there exists a constant C, so that
we have the pointwise bound
|φ˜|+ |D˜φ˜|+ |F˜ | . 1.
Finally, we use the formulae in (6.1) and this provides the peeling estimates for the null components of
Dφ and F in the interior region. Together with the pointwise estimates derived in the exterior region,
this finishes the proof of the main theorem.
Appendix A. Tool kit
We collect some frequently used inequalities and calculations in this appendix.
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A.1. Gronwall type inequalities.
Lemma A.1 (A variant of Gronwall’s inequality). Let f(t) ∈ C0([0, T ]) and C1 and C2 are two positive
constants. If we have
f(t) ≤ C1 + C2
∫ T
t
s−1f(s)ds,
for all t ≤ T , then we have
f(t) ≤ C1 + C1
C2
((T
t
)C2 − 1) and ∫ T
t
s−1f(s)ds ≤ C1
C2
((T
t
)C2 − 1).
Lemma A.2. Let f(t) ∈ C1([1,+∞)) be a positive function. If for all r1 ≥ 1, there are positive constants
C and p so that ∫ ∞
r1
f(s)ds ≤ Cr−p1 .
Then, for all q < p, we have ∫ ∞
r1
sqf(s)ds ≤ Cp
p− q r
q−p
1 .
The proofs are straightforward and we omit the details.
A.2. Sobolev inequalities. We first recall the standard Sobolev inequalities on spheres.
Lemma A.3 (Sobolev inequalities on spheres). Let Ξ be a (p0, q0)-tensor field (p0 +q0 ≤ 3 in the current
work) on Sr (the standard sphere of radius r). Then, for p > 2, we have
‖Ξ‖L∞(Sr) .p r−
2
p
(‖Ξ‖Lp(Sr) + r‖ /∇Ξ‖Lp(Sr)),
‖Ξ‖L4(Sr) . r−
1
2
(‖Ξ‖L2(Sr) + r‖ /∇Ξ‖L2(Sr)),
where /∇ is the covariant derivative on Sr.
Remark A.4. We use LΩΞ to denote all possible Lie derivatives with respect to the rotation vector fields
Ω12, Ω23 and Ω31. It is straightforward to check that
|LΩΞ|2 ≈ |Ξ|2 + r2| /∇Ξ|2.
Thus, the above Sobolev inequalities can also be stated as
‖Ξ‖L∞(Sr) .p r−
2
p
(‖Ξ‖Lp(Sr) + ‖LΩΞ‖Lp(Sr)),
‖Ξ‖L4(Sr) . r−
1
2
(‖Ξ‖L2(Sr) + ‖LΩΞ‖L2(Sr)). (A.1)
Lemma A.5 (A Sobolev inequality on parameterized hypersurfaces). Let Ξ be a tensor field on a pa-
rameterized hypersurface with parameters (s, ϑ) ∈ [a, b]× S2 (equipped with the product measure). Then,
we have
sup
s∈[a,b]
‖Ξ(s, ϑ)‖L4(Sϑ) . ‖Ξ(s, ϑ)‖L2(Sϑ) + ‖∂sΞ(s, ϑ)‖L2(Sϑ) + ‖∂ϑΞ(s, ϑ)‖L2(Sϑ)
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality for any fixed s0 ∈ [a, b]. According to Sobolev inequality on S2,
we have
‖Ξ(s0, ϑ)‖L4(S2) . ‖Ξ(s0, ϑ)‖W 12 ,2(S2).
Regarding s = s0 as a codimension 1 hypersurface in [a, b]× S2, the standard trace theorem yields
‖Ξ(s0, ϑ)‖
W
1
2
,2(S2)
. ‖Ξ(s, ϑ)‖W 1,2([a,b]×S2).
This gives the proof of the inequality. 
The following corollary of the above inequality will be extremely useful when one derives pointwise
decay:
Corollary A.6. For a smooth tensor field Ξ on the incoming null hypersurface Hr1r2 , Hr2r1 or Br1 , we have
r2‖Ξ‖2L4(Sr2r1 ) .
∫
Hr1r2
|Ξ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LLΞ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LΩΞ|2,
r2‖Ξ‖2L4(Sr2r1 ) .
∫
Hr1r2
|Ξ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LLΞ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LΩΞ|2,
r1‖Ξ‖2L4(Sr1r1 ) .
∫
Br1
|Ξ|2 +
∫
Br1
|L∂rΞ|2 +
∫
Br1
|LΩΞ|2.
(A.2)
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For the a scalar field f (as a section of a line bundle L) and a given connection A, we have
r2‖f‖2L4(Sr2r1 ) .
∫
Hr1r2
|f |2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DLf |2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DΩf |2,
r2‖f‖2L4(Sr2r1 ) .
∫
Hr1r2
|f |2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DLf |2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DΩf |2,
r1‖f‖2L4(Sr1r1 ) .
∫
Br1
|f |2 +
∫
Br1
|D∂rf |2 +
∫
Br1
|DΩf |2.
(A.3)
Proof. We will apply the previous lemma by taking a = −r22 , b = − r12 and using s = u and ϑ to
parameterize Hr1r2 . Since we have∫
Hr1r2
|LLΞ|2 =
∫ a
b
|∂u(rΞ)|2dudϑ−
∫ a
b
|Ξ|2dudϑ and
∫
Hr1r2
|LΩΞ|2 =
∫ a
b
|∂ϑ(rΞ)|2dudϑ,
we obtain that (notice that r ≥ 1)
‖rΞ‖W 1,2([a,b]×S2) .
∫
Hr1r2
|Ξ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LLΞ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LΩΞ|2.
According to the previous lemma, we obtain that
sup
u∈[a,b]
( ∫
S2
r4|Ξ(s, ϑ)|4dϑ) 12 . ∫
Hr1r2
|Ξ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LLΞ|2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|LΩΞ|2.
By setting u = b, this completes the proof the corollary.
For the second inequality, we take Ξε =
√|f |2 + ε2 and apply the first inequality. Since |L(Ξε)| =∣∣ (DLf,f)√
|f |2+ε2
∣∣, we have |L(Ξε)| ≤ |DLf | uniformly in ε. Similarly, |Ω(Ξε)| ≤ |DΩf |. The first inequality
then gives
r2‖
√
|f |2 + ε2‖2
L4(Sr2r1 )
.
∫
Hr1r2
(|f |2 + ε2)+ ∫
Hr1r2
|DLf |2 +
∫
Hr1r2
|DΩf |2. (A.4)
By passing to the limit ε→ 0, we obtain the second inequality. 
The following lemma is also useful to deal with lower order terms.
Lemma A.7. For a scalar field f on an outgoing null hypersurface Hr1 , for all r2 ≥ r1 or on an incoming
null hypersurface Hr1r2 , we have
‖f‖2
L2(Sr2r1 )
. ‖f‖2
L2(Sr1r1 )
+
1
r1
∫
Hr1
|DL(rf)|2,
‖f‖2
L2(Sr2r1 )
. ‖f‖2
L2(Sr2r2 )
+
1
r1
∫
Hr1r2
|DL(rf)|2.
(A.5)
Proof. Indeed, we have
‖f‖2
L2(Sr2r1 )
− ‖f‖2
L2(Sr1r1 )
=
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
L(|rf |2)dϑdv ≤ 2
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
|DL(rf)||rf |dϑdv
≤ 2
∫ r1
2
r2
2
∫
S2
|DL(rf)|2r2dϑdv + 2
∫ r1
2
r2
2
1
r2
∫
S2
|rf |2dϑdv.
The Gronwall’s inequality then completes the proof. 
A.3. Geometric Calculations. We frequently compare Lie derivative LL and covariant derivative /∇.
Indeed, we have
/∇LXA − LLXA =
2
r
XA, /∇LXA − LLXA = −
2
r
XA (A.6)
and for vector fields from Z, we have
LTL = 0, LTL = 0, LT eA = 0, LΩijL = 0, LΩijL = 0, LΩijeA ⊥ eA LΩijeA ⊥ L, LΩijeA ⊥ L,
LKL = −2vL, LKL = −2uL, LKeA = −teA, LSL = −L, LSL = −L, LKeA = − t
r
eA.
For a tensor field Ξ, we frequently take Lie derivatives along Z or decompose it in null frames. The next
lemma record the commutators of these two operations. The proof is a straightforward computation.
For a 2-form G, it is straightforward to check that
LZα(G)A = α(LZG)A +G(LZL, eA), LZα(G)A = α(LZG)A +G(LZL, eA),
LZρ(G) = ρ(LZG) + 1
2
G(LZL,L) + 1
2
G(L,LZL), LZσ(G) = σ(LZG) +G(LZe1, e2) +G(e1,LZe2).
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Based on these formulas, we have
Lemma A.8. For Z ∈ Z, if Z /∈ {S,K}, we have
LZα(G)A = α(LZG)A, LZα(G)A = α(LZG)A, LZρ(G) = ρ(LZG), LZσ(G) = σ(LZG).
Otherwise, we have
LSα(G)A = α(LSG)A − α(G)A, LSα(G)A = α(LSG)A − α(G)A,
LSρ(G) = ρ(LSG)− 2ρ(G), LSσ(G) = σ(LSG)− 2 t
r
σ(G).
and
LKα(G)A = α(LKG)A − 2vα(G)A, LKα(G)A = α(LKG)A − 2uα(G)A,
LKρ(G) = ρ(LKG)− 2tρ(G), LKσ(G) = σ(LKG)− 2tσ(G).
Finally, we collect some calculation on integrated quantities on hypersurfaces. For γ 6= 3, we define
E/γ =
∫
Hr2r1
1
rγ
|f |2, E\γ
∫
Hr2r1
1
rγ
|f |2, E−γ =
∫
Br2r1
1
rγ
|f |2. (A.7)
We have
E/γ =
1
3− γ
(r1 + r2
2
)1−γ ∫
Sr2r1
|f |2 − 1
3− γ r
1−γ
1
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
/
γ,0
− 2
3− γ
∫
Hr2r1
r1−γ<(DLf · f). (A.8)
Similarly, we have
E\γ =
1
3− γ r
1−γ
2
∫
Sr2r2
|f |2 − 1
3− γ
(r1 + r2
2
)1−γ ∫
Sr2r1
|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
\
γ,0
+
2
3− γ
∫
Hr2r1
r1−γ<(DLf · f), (A.9)
and
E−γ =
1
3− γ r
1−γ
2
∫
Sr2r2
|f |2 − 1
3− γ r
1−γ
1
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2︸ ︷︷ ︸
E
\
−,0
+
2
3− γ
∫
Br2r1
r1−γ<(D∂rf · f), (A.10)
As an application, we prove the following Hardy type inequality:
Lemma A.9. For γ > 3, we have∫
Hr2r1
r−γ |f |2 + 1
rγ−12
∫
Sr2r1
|f |2 .γ r−γ+11
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2 + r−γ+21
∫
Hr2r1
∣∣DLf ∣∣2. (A.11)
Proof. In view of (A.8), by discarding the first term on the righthand side, we have∫
Hr2r1
1
rγ
|f |2 + 1
rγ−12
∫
Sr2r1
|f |2 .γ r−(γ−1)1
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2 + 2
∫
Hr2r1
r−(γ−1)
∣∣DL(rf)∣∣∣∣f ∣∣
≤ Cγr−31
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2 + Cγ
∫
Hr2r1
r−γ+2
∣∣DLf ∣∣2 + 1
2
∫
Hr2r1
1
rγ
|f |2
Thus, ∫
Hr2r1
r−γ |f |2 + 1
rγ−12
∫
Sr2r1
|f |2 . r−γ+11
∫
Sr1r1
|f |2 +
∫
Hr2r1
r−γ+2
∣∣DLf ∣∣2.
This completes the proof. 
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